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nouncing the proposed Itinerary of the
vessels of his fleet during the Christmas holidays. It is clearly seen that
the plan prepares for no undue concentration of ships along the VenezueMinister Bowen to Settle Vene- la coast and so prudently and advised- Death Reveals a Pauper to
ly have Its details "been drawn up that
Secretary Moody today cabled the adzuelan Muddle.
Have Riches.
miral the department's approval of his
orders. This' will set at rest the rumors that the United 8tates contemVENEZUELA MUST ALSO APOLOGIZE plates complicating the situation by. CONGRESSMAN' BLACKBURN WEDS
dispatching a large force to La Guayra
os an offset to the allied fleet.
Dewey Will Not Complicate Situation
New Mexico
Will Get Some Land
Ecuador Sympathizes.
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Dec. 18. Presi
in Venezuela.
From Colorado.
dent Plaza has Bent the following message to President Castro at Caracas:
"The government and people of Ec
ARBITRATION PROPOSITION
HAYTI'S NEW PRESIDENT
uador express sympathy with the government and people in Venezuela In
the international conflict and hope the
x Washington. Dec. 18. PresiToronto, Dec. 18. Eli Hyman, X
difficulties will be pacifically and hondent Castro has clothed Minister
a Jew who begged for admission
orably settled."
Bowen with full powers to effect
X to the general hospital here on
a settlement' with Great Britain,
Chicago Dinner to Southerner.
Saturday, is dead. An examlna- - X
Germany and Italy. Bowen simChicago, Dec. 18. As another step X tlon of his clothing resulted in
ply awaits the consent of the
In the active campaign that is being X finding scrip worth $31,000. Other Si
state department to assume this
waged to promote pleasant trade relapapers showed him to be worth
task, assuming that the nations
tions between Chicago and the south a
probably $100,000. For twenty X
named are willing that he shall
notable dinner will be given tonight by
years he has slept in sheds and X
undertake this work.. It is believthe Chicago business men who re- X stables.
He sold papers and X
ed the critical phase of the Vencently made a tour of Texaa and other
begged. His heirs are his wife and X
ezuelan situation Is passed
states of the south and southwest. Gov- St daughter, living, It is thought. In X
ernors Sayers of Texas, Heard of Lou- X San Francisco.
X
Whether the consent of those gov isiana and Longino of Mississippi, toXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXSXX
ernments can be obtained it will. It Is gether with a number of representasaid, depend entirely upon the efflclen tive business men of the three states,
ry of any guarantee that can be given have accepted Invitations to the din- CONGRESSMAN BLACKBURN.
for the faithful discharge by President ner.
He Was Married Today to Miss Louise
Castro of any obligations he may asVaughan.
New York Metal.
sume as a result of Mr. Bowen's efWashington, Dec. 18. Today's wedNew York; Dec. 18. Lead Quiet;
forts. The allies feel that they must
ding of Miss Louise L. Vaughan Parkbe assured against the consequences M.12',&. Copper, nominal, $11.80.
er, daughter of Colonel Myron L. Park
of another revolution and the repudia
General Swayne Dead.
er., the millionaire capitalist and form
tion by the president, who may follow
New York, Dec. 18. Gen. Wagner er commissioner of the District of
Castro, of his undertakings.
The ef Swayne
died here this afternoon.
Columbia, to. Representative Edmund
forts to Induce the United States gov
Spencer Blackburn, of North Carolina,
eminent to act as guarantor, It Is safe
was given eclat by the presence of a
A MINING STORY.
to say, will not succeed, and It Is be
large number of congressmen, diploginning to appear that there is likely
mats, department officials and other
to be a mixed commission appointed to
Jjnenpromlnent In public life, together
receive, all Venezuelan customs and
setting apart a certain portion for the How Messrs. Hall, Learnard, Kemp with their wives and daughters. The
marriage ceremony was performed at
maintenance of the Venezuelan govhigh noon at the home of the bride's
and Blondin Got Interested.
' ernment,
'and disburse the remainder
parents on Vermont avenue. The
among the powers until their obliga
bride's only attendant was" her sister.
tions shall be met. ' The government of
Miss Ruth Parker, and the best .man
NOW OWN COPPER MINE.
France has now entered the field as an
was Senator Prltchard. of North Caroactive party in the trouble. The French
lina.
government has, through its ambassa
une night, just about a year ago, ... The bride of today made her debut
dors, charges and ministers, served notice upon tiie governments, of Great Thomas Hall and George Learnard, four years ago at one of the largest
Britain, Germany and Italy, and by the music dealers, and a number of teas of the season. She Is a tall, hand
some girl, of the brunette type, with
way of information has also told Sec
geneieraen. among them Dick regular features and graceful figure.
retary Hay that any provision made other
Kemp
J. A. Blondin, were sitting Representative Blackburn Is a native
for the settlement of the claims aiound and
blazing fire in the cozy office of North Carolina, where he was ad
a
against Venezuela must recognize the of Hall &
Learnard's music store, and mitted to the bar In 1890. He is now
of the French claims.
talked of old times, of riches gained In serving his third term in congress.
business, and finally of wealth made and is one of the two republican memMUST APOLOGIZE.
In mining.
bers from his state.
Dick Kemp, who used to be proprie-to- r
Germany Will Demand Some Form of
of the red hotel at the little town
MORfc LAND.
Apology from Venezuela.
of Thornton, when things were boom
Berlin, Dec. 11. Aside from the fin ing up at Bland, and a well crowded New Mexico Gets a Big
.Slice of
anclal claims mentioned In her ultima stage left Thornton every day for the
Colorado.
turn, Germany expects some form of mining camp
and returned bringing
Denver, Dec. 10. The Denver PoBt
apology from Venezuela for the diplo with It large numbers of precious bars
matic Insults which the foreign office of gold from the Albemarle mill, told tonight prints a story to the effect that
that part of the state of Colorado,
says are more serious and more gross the little gathering
that up on the San- tr-athose to which Great Britain dlas, near the little straggling town of south of the 38th parallel, a strip of
land alxty miles wide and 400 miles
eJalms.
Lag Placltas, were strong indications long, belongs
to New Mexico. It says
It is not settled whether the notifies of copper.
that a dispatch from Washington that
tlon of the commencement of a block
Mr. Blondin, who also had had more
ade will be made public in Berlin and or less experience in mining In New the enrolled act as it passed congress
London simultaneously or take the Mexico and other parts of the country, Is explicit on that point. The original
form of a communication from the vouched for what Dick Kemp said, statute, passed In 1850, gives New
commanders of the squadrons to the and stated that he would bet the best Mexico's northern boundary line as the
Venezuelan authorities.
The publica- burro that ever carried a pack that 38th parallel, while the southern
tion will apparently be delayed a day copper could be found for the digging boundary of Colorado Is given as the
87th degree in
statute passed In
or two.
on the Sandla mountains.
The two 1861. There is the
no
reference
there to
miners made things look so good that any
No Answer to Proposition,
change of the New Mexican law of
Messrs.
Hall
and
Learnard,
are
who
Indon, Dec. 18. No answer has
1850. The latter leing a prior law
yet been sent or decided upon regard Industrious young business men, and makes the matter a serious one for
young
like
all
who
men
come
other
lng Venezuela's arbitration proposl
Colorado.
tion. The cabinet met this afternoon west in quest of wealth, accepted a
to discuss the matter, but possibly no proposition to furnish funds to InvesNew President for Hayti.
thing final will be arrived at today. tigate the stories of fabulous wealth
Port Au Prince, Dec. 18. General
copper
In
Sandlas,
stored
told
in
the
of a guarantee for a ful
Nord, having !een proclaimed presiAilment of the decision arrived at re by the miners, and agreed to furnish dent of Hayti by the army, took possesmains the great difficulty in the gov- funds to do the prospecting;
sion of the national palace this mornThe next day found Dick Kemp and ing.
ernment's view to the way of acceptpacked
Joe
Blondin,
with
well
burros,
ance of arbitration.
stringing out for that point of the San-dia- s
Prominent Kentuckians Wed.
standing farthest out to the northThe King's Speech.
Ky., Dec. 18. There was
Frankfort,
London, Dec. 18. Parliament was west and directly above the little town an exodus
state officials today from
prorogued until February 17 this after- - of Bernalillo. The miners were lost the capital,of nearly
all of the offlcjals
to the world for several months. Finneon.
management
with
of the
entrusted
the
The king's speech was unusually ally one day a train from the north
of the commonwealth having
Ungthy and was a recapitulation of brought Dick Kemp to town and Hall affairs
gone to
Breckenridge counpublic events since January, Including and Learnard the news that ore bad ty, for Glendeane,
wedding of Miss Mary
the
found.
been
In
action
connection with
the
taken
Irene Moorman and David R. Murray,
After a few days buying supplies which
Venezuela, regarding which he said:
takes place there this afternoon.
"I regret that constant complaints and visiting city friends the miner The bride
is the daughter of D. C.
which my government has found it again returned to the mountains and Moorman, a
member of the state legisnecessary to address to the - govern was again lost to the world for anothlature and a prominent politician. Geninent of Venezuela in regard to unjus er period of several months.
What occurred In the little mining eral Murray, the bridegroom. Is a
tifiable and arbitrary acts against Brit
of former Governor Crittenden,
ish subjects and property during the camp on the hill has never been told, of Missouri,
and Is adjutant general of
never
will,
and
probably
years
for
the
miner
persistently
have
been
two
last
Kentucky
and
chief of staff to Govup
finally
gratifyagain
turns
with
the
disregarded, and that it became nec
ernor Beckham.
essary for my government, acting In ing news that the ledge Is widening.
But not until last week were the
concert with that of his imperial ma
Manager Switzer Returned.
J sty, the German emperor, which has prospectors sure that they bad found
Manager Herman Switzer, of the
vein.
real
mother
the
complaint
causes
for
also serious
Harvey Curio, returned last night from
Mr. Kemp's latest report is that they a three days' business trip In
againet the republic, to insist on meathe
have struck a six foot vein of rich cop. northern part of the territory. Mr.
sures of redress."
per ore that will pan out well and that Switzer was looking up old relics
and
Dewey's Duties.
It is well defined.
curios to add to their already valuable
Washington, Dec, 18. The navy de
may
Messrs. Hall and Learnard
realAn Ivory "Christ"
partment contributed the most import ize their dreams of wealth of one night and rare collection.
worship was bought by Mr.
In
used
development
Venezuelan
in
ant
the
a year ago.
Switzer on this trip, and he considers
(situation over night in the form of a
Mr. Learnard expects to view the. the relic one of the most valuable of
cablegram from Admiral Dewey an property next week himself.
their collection. He has papers certl- -
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WAS AjjEGGAR

half-broth-

'

fylng that this "Christ" was used In
It was
the execution of Maximilian.
for many years used In several missions In Old Mexico, being only re
cently brought Into New Mexico.

m

Athletic club tonight when Jack Clifford and Toby Irwin come together for
. a twenty-roupencounter. The men
are In first rate shape for the contest
and reports today from their respecGoal tive training quarters indicate that
both aro confident of winning the decision and the long end of the purse.

MUST SUFFER

NUMBER 330

MANYJOTCIS

d

No Relief in Anthracite
Resume Testimony.
Scranton. Pa,, Dec. 18. The attor
Stringency.
neys for the
men resumed
Plans for Mining Congress.
the calling of witnesses today before
Dead wood. S. D., Dec. 18. Officers
the coal strike commission to show
HANGED and members of the executive commitMURDERER
that violence was committed during YOUTHFUL
tee of the American mining congress
the progress of the strike.
are gathering here for a conference at
Money Market.
National House Wants News About which plans will be discussed for the
meeting of the congress to be held
New York, Dec. 18. Money on call
per cent prime mercan-tiletil- e
steady at h
next year In Dead wood and Lead. EfTrouble in Vnnezuela.
paper 6 per cent Silver,
forts are to be put forth to make the
approaching session the greatest gathering of those interested In the mining
ST. MARY'S TONIGHT.
McCALL RESOLUTION ADOPTED
Industry ever held In America. Every
state and territory of the union will be
represented and in conjunction with
Philadelphia. Dec. 18. Officials X the convention there will be a large
X
Fine Program to be Rendered on
of the Reading Railroad company X and comprehensive exhibition of minX hold out no hope for relief In the X ing products
and machinery. The
Dedication of New Hail.
X anthracite coal stringency this X Deadwood Hills Mining Men's associa
winter, despite the efforts of the St tion Is already engaged in making
company to mine and ship to its
preparations for the reception and enBENEFITS FOR 6000 CAUSE.
X
X full capacity.
tertainment of the hundreds of visitors
X
conditions,"
normal
"Under
who are expected to attend the conX said one of the officials, "the an- St gress.
The musical and specialty program,
thraclte production Is never equal St
which has been arranged for the enter- X to the demand during the winter St
Who Killed the Goose T
months and the Reading and all X
tainment dedicating the St. Mary's
A question agitating the minds' of
X
the other anthracite companies
new school hall, promises to be 'one of
the sporting fraternity of this city is
X have been obliged to draw upon X "who killed
the goose.'1 In a recent
unusual merit.
X the stock at the various storage X hunting party James Bingham claimed
You wi'.l bo entertained, amused and X points to help out the demand of X
to have killed a goose at 300 yardB
pleased with the varied numbers on X the trade. This year there is not X with a shotgun, and Joe Barnett, at
X a pound of coal at any of these X the same time, fired 'with his
the program.
The cream of toe local amateur and X storage points and consumers are X rifle. However, the goose fell.
professional footllght talent will be X dependent entirely upon the dally X
X
represented, and the talented music- X output of the mines."
That revolving globe decorated with
a lot of fine knives and illuminated
ians and local entertainers will appear
with Incandescent lights, attracts Aend no doubt score another success.
BOY MURDERER.
One feature, which must not be lost
ttention at the hardware store of E. J.
of. Is the variety of entertaining feaPest ft Co.
He was Hanged at St. Johns, N. B.,
tures.
Today.
;
Prof. Dl Mauro's orchestra will oped
NEW MINING DISTRICT.
the program.
St John, N. B., Dee. 18. Frank Hlg.
Miss Florence S. . Chapln. who al- gins, the most youthful murderer to reways favorably impresses her audi- ceive the death sentence In Canada,
ence, will read one of the stories made expiated his crime on the gallows toIt is Located on the Pr:;:i8il Santa
J
fsmous by Richard J'ardlng Davis. " day.
'
' .
Harry McKay, impersonating an old
Hlggins, who was not quite 16 years
fecut-orr- .
southern darkey, never fails to cause of age,- murdered a boy named Doher-ty- ,
a funny sensation.
14 years of age. The two quarreled
Miss Anita Armljo and Mrs. T. J. over a petty matter, and Htggtns, who
CARACITO
MININ6 CAMP,
Shlnick will render a pleasing vocal bad a rifle in his band, shot Poherty
duet.
concealed the
dead and afterwards
Miss Nettle Taylor, the popular pi body. The crime was witnessed by
Since the Santa Fe shortcut has
aniste, will take part. .
tnothejr boy, who Hlggins cowed by
"You Know," W. E. Grimmer, the threats into silence, The knowledge proven to be a reality, the Caracito
specialist.
of the murder became too burdensome mining district has attracted the atE. A. Hunt, a noted tenor, will sing to the witness and he confessed, his tention of many prospectors and capit"My Love Is Like a Red, Red Rose."
testimony finally convicting Hlggins alists. The district lies about sixty
John Oliphant will be all there with
miles south of Albuquerque and about
his clever way of entertaining.
thirty miles east of Bclen. This region
Mr.
NATIONAL LEGISLATION.
Oliphant is a public performer with
is rich in ore and romance, for there
an established reputation.
Revenue Cutter for Hawaii House In- are found many evidences of the early
Dr. Eugene W. Baltes, a baritone
Spanish prospectors, who mined the
quiring Into Venezuelan Trouble.
soloist, has a voice that Is always apWashington, Dec. 18. The senate ore In their primitive way.
preciated.
If the tale which tradition tells is
committee on commerce today took
The vocal music will be varied by a favorable action on Senator Perkln's true, of the wealth extracted from
c( rnet solo by Prof. Andres Mayo.
bill for a revenue cutter for the Ha- this district, then by modern methods
The vocal quartet composed of Mrs. waiian Islands.
there must be a fortune for the prosT. J. Shlnick, Miss Anita Armljo. Mr.
pectors who are now busily engaged
E. A. Hunt and Mr. H. Bullard .will
in this region laying out claims.
In the House.
s:ng "Too Whit, Too Whoo."
W. D. Vaughan, of Philadelphia. Pa.,
Washington, Dec. 18. In the abThe flute trio. Dr. W. N. Macbeth, C. sence of Speaker Henderson, who at- and L. W. Newberry, of Hartford,
E. Burg and Dr. E. W. BalteB, prom- tended the wedding of Representative Conn., who represent eastern capitalises to be a most pleasing number.
ists, have returned to the city after
Blackburn, of North Carolina, Mr.
Those who bought tickets and will
of Pennsylvania, today presided about a month of prospecting in this
attend the entertainment tonight wftl over the deliberations of the house.
district. They said that the news of
undoubtedly be more than pleased
Immediately after the reading of the the proposed railroad has caused a
with the excellent program to be ren- journal, Mr. Hitt, of Illinois, from
the great many prospectors to visit the
dered.
committee on foreign affairs, reported Caracito district.
They staked many claims and have
back the DeArmond and McCall resoALBUQUERQUE EAGLES.
lutions cs!i:r.g upon the secretary of options on many good mining properties.
They Held an Important Meeting Last state for the facts with relation to the
Many claims have been staked but
o.
Germany
claims
Crrat Britain and
Evening.
against Venezuela and generally for a are not being worked at present, but
A good attendance was had at the
diplomatic situation everything favors a boom as Boon as
statement of
meeting of the Eagles over Zelger's with TflfTrr.cela:to
railroad Is started. The short cut
the Monroe doctrine. the
will pass through this district, which
Cafe last night. It was a special meetThe rej crt if commended that the
ing and the business was to discuss DeAnno:i.l
not only Increase the value of the
ret?cii:ilon lie upon the taand make preliminary arrangements ble, and that the McCall resolution, claims, but will start operations and
bring many people Into this rich ore
to attend the meeting of the grand which called for all
the correspond- region.
aerie of Eagles, which will be held in ence In the care, l e adopted.
New York city In September next. The
There are many reasons why the
Mr. rjehardsen, of Tennessee, asked
coming grand meeting promises to be whjr Italy
district has never been workEuropean coun- Caracito
and
ether
ed.
Principally because the region
the largest and grandest event yet held tries, which v.ero figuring In
conthe
In the history of these noble birds, and
troversy, were not named In the reso- has been too far from the railroads to
operate on an extensive scale, and
the Albuquerque aerie proposes to send lution.
has been difficulty In obtaining
a goodly delegation of well feathered
'Mr.'Hitt
replied that he was advised there
supplies. But these difficulties will all
fowls. It will be a good advertisement that
correspondence
was similar bo removed when the new railroad is
the
for the southwest, and, if possible, the in each
'
case.
run through, and the facilities for excity should help push it along.
The recommendations of the com- tensive operations will be as great
as
Ed Riehle was chosen chairman of
mittee were agreed to, and the McCall any of the districts In the territory.
last night's meeting and Nat Greene resolution was adopted.
New Mexico has always been held
acted as secretary.
The house then went Into
among the miners and prospectors as
After a thorough canvas of the situa- of the whole and took up committee
the consid- a "yellow dog," but they have come to
tion, a committee was appointed to eration of the bill reported by
the ways
consult the Eagles of the city as to the and means committee yesterday to re- realize that New Mexico has plenty
of hidden wealth and with improved
ways and means of sending the delegaduce the duties on articles, the growth
tion to New York, and report at a and products of the Philippine Islands modern facilities and mining methods,
there will be little trouble in developmeeting to be held next Tuesday night, archhipelago from 75 per cent
ing the mines.
as to what progress it had made. It Dlngley rate (present tariff), of the
to 25
The ore in the Caracito district will
was also suggested that the Eagles of per cent.
un from 12 to 15 per cent copper, and
the neighboring cities le corresponded
the percentage of sliver will be large
with and invited to take part In the
Board of Agriculture.
enough to pay for the smelting.
movement.
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 18. Pursuant
Messrs. Vaughan and Newberry will
If a sufficient number become mem- to the call of Governor Ferguson delebers of the club arrangements can be gates chosen by the farmeis' Institutes leave for their claims In a few days
made for the trip l.ving made in a pri- throughout Oklahoma assembled here with a load of supplies. They expect
tc remain permanently and develop
vate car.
today for the purpose of organizing a the claims they have bought and exThe committee aipointed to get out territorial board of agriculture.
The tend their operations.
They report
among the Eagles of the city was as step Is taken in accordance with
the that since the new road has been asfollows:
provisions of a measure passed by the sured a mining spirit prevails
and evEd. Riehle, Nat Greene, Coral F. last legislature.
eryone Is getting ready for what they
Roberts. Charles HtiM.ell, John Horton,
believe will be a boom.
W. R. Balrd, Aaron Flory, Neil Wills,
Clifford and Irwin to Meet.
A. S. Robinson, Conrad Gonzales, John
Oakland, Cal., Dec. 18. There is
Probate Judge Esquipula Baca is
McMannug and Frank Hungate.
promise of a lively bout at the Acme I ('own from Pens Bl&nca,
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Tashkend, Asiatic Russia, Dec.
Three officials, two soldiers
and 150 natives, mostly children.
were killed by the . earthquake
which destroyed the town of An- dljan, Russian Central Asia, Tues- day. In addition 800 natives ana.
seventeen soldiers were Injured
and 9,000 houses of natives and
130 Russian, residences were de- , - t
stroyed.
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CHRISTMAS IN LONDON.
Business Depression end War Hit Len--,
don Hard. ,
London; Dec. 18. The most reliable
estimates place. England'a Christmas
spendlngs at considerably less than a
year ago, aa a result of the business
depression which Is becoming mole
pronounced daily. This decrge B0W.
ever. Is said to be cijpYnled only
by a redncUoj,ndIcUoll,
showing. tBat thw0 w, to no aiming
-- n' in volume.
Merchants declaim
that this is conclusive 'evidence tot?
the hard times have effected! both the
masses and the classes, all of whom.
while intent en perpetuating the traholt-da- y
ditional splendor of
season, have found It necessary ts
indulge themslves on a considerably '
cheaper basis. The absence of many
notable society folk who have gone to'
India for the, Durbar, and of a UU Jar,
ger number who havs fled to the RltC
era for the season, ts making itself felt
In the west end shops. As usual at
this time of year the ourbt throughout
the city are lined with hawkers.' ranging from old men to mere babies. The
merchants have drawn their recruits
for holiday time largely from families
whose regular means of breadwlnnlng
In shop and factory have vanished.
,

-

sji

Accidentally Electrocuted.
Denver, Dec. 18. In the basement
of the Mlllee catering ' company on
Champa street, Joseph Ebbesmeier was
electrocuted after midnight and the
body found this morning. He was sent
down stairs to turn off the light. There
was a leak in the wire and a perfect
contact was mads. ' . - '

BOLRS COMING.
They Will Settle

In

Colorado,

New

Mexico and Texas.
Denver, Colo., Dee. 18. Nearly 9,000

Boers sre now preparing, to come to
America and make this country their
future home. Nearly half of them
will settle In Colorado and the rest In
New Mexico and Texas. The new set
tlers will require at ' least 1,000,000
acres.

PRERIOENT CASTRO.
He Is Interviewed by Associated

Press

Correspondent,
Caracas. Dec. 18. Early today the
correspondent here of the Assocated
Press saw President Castro and questioned him In regard to the report published in the United States that the
ultimatum had been accepted by Venezuela.
The president became furious with,
rage and said there was no truth In
the report.
He added: "The acceptance of an
ultimatum cannot be coupled with arbitration. Besides the
ultimatum is not, properly speaking,
an ultimatum."
When asked if it were true that Venezuela was taking dlslomatlc steps to
arrange for arbitration, and that arrangements in this direction were well
advanced. President Castro said:
"The government of Venezuela does)
not propose to determine on and steps
while the proposition for arbitration
that the legation of the United States
was charged to present to Great Britain and Germany shall remain unanswered."
At noon no answer on the subject of
the proposed arbitration had been received from Washington,
Anglo-Germa-

n

Anglo-Germa-

n

A. J. Robertson & Co., proprietors of
the new Club cafe en South Second
street, say that they are now ready for '

business. The building formerly
by a barber shop and candy
store, has been remodelled
an
painted, until it Is now Quite Inviting

'

-
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tho seventeen
Hansbrough.

lOUR HOLIDAY LINE!

It

OP TOILET SETS. BRUSHES, MIRRORS,
PURSES, BAGS, PERFUMES, ATOMIZERS

are offered at prices that are Sure to
examine before buying

pell them. Call and

-

B. H. BH1GGS & OO.

Opposite Alvarado Hotel

Proprietor af Alvarado Pharmacy

J&Jbuqtifrqur Duilt;

(Jifijri,

McCRKlGHT, Publishers
HUGHES
ijfim. Hugh
Kdltor
W. T. McCreiKt....Mr. and City Kdltor
PuMiahed Daily and Weekly.

they have but narrowly missed

suc-

cess.

"Senator Elklns, at the time a territorial delegate, was the innocent cause
of the failure of statehood once because of his congratulating a member

speech,
who had made ft blood-fehlr- t
which Elklns hadn't heard a word of.
There were a lot of southern congressmen who eaw ElUins' performance;
they supposed he was shQwing his apAssociated Press afternoon dispatches probation of the sentiments the repreLargest City and County Circulation sentative had Just expressed, and it
The Largest New Mexico Circulation aroused their fierce resentment. EvLargest Northern Arizona Circulation ery man of them voted against the adCoplea ot tkto wpr may be found on mission bill.
flrto at WMhlnrtun In the oldce of our
"1 notice some talk of lett'ng in New
vrertml frronrlnt. K. Q. Binge ra, S18 Mexico and Arizona as on state. This
y steeet W. W.. Washington D. C
is absurd to the point of Idiocy. New
Terms of Subscription.
Mexico Itself is as big as New EngIS. 00 land all of New York and a bis siice of
Dairy, by ntatl, one year
S.W New Jersey combined, and Arizona
.tally, by snail, six months
1.60
Daily, hy nil, three months
60 ltn't far inferior In area.
To throw
I tally, by mail, oneonemonth
76
month
Xtalry, by carrier,
a geo00 them Into one state would be
Vmklr, by mall, per year delivered 1. In
graphical absurdity and utterly
Tim Dally dthuta will be
N cents per
the eUy at the low rateperof tnontn,
when
Mk, or for ft cents
maid moathty. Thwae rates are leas than
aeae M any other daily paper In the ter- Recently a test was made on a secs
tion of the ocean cable between
and Santiago, Cuba, to determine the question of durability of an
India rubber coated submarine cable.
The line was manufactured In 1873 and
laid In 1881. The section tested was
picked up In 1,350 fathoms of water
and was found to be In perfect electrl-a- l
condition, the copper conductor not
having suffered during its twenty
years' submergence from the attacks
of any sulphur, in the rubber coating.
Clen-fuego-

Mexico demands Statehood from
h
Congress.
the
Fifty-Sevent-

Illinois Is proud of her big contribu
tions to the Internal revenue fund,
They are Peorlaed up to a high notch.

King Leopold says he is not afraid,
hut the chances are that no member of
the royal household dares to slam the
door.

BILL.
west
do not
states
Senators from far
take kindly to Senator Nelson's
scheme to deny admission to Arizona
and New Mexico and it is believed that
their Influence will bring the two territories into the Union during the existing congressional Bession. says the
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, Press, December 7.
It Is stated that seventeen western
republican senators favor the house
omnibus bill for the admission of Ok
lahoma, New Mexico and Arizona,
which Senator Nelson seeks to dis
place with his Oklahoma and Indian
Territory substitute, favorably report
ed from the Benate committee on
FOR THE OMNIBUS

Touched

for by Mr

ADMIT THEM ALL.
!s difficult to understand

ths

op-

position to the bill which provides for
the Admission to statehood ot Oklahoma. New Mexico and Arizona, says
the Washington Post.
Perhaps the opposition in the case
of Oklahoma Is not to strong as in the
coses of New Mexico and Arizona, but
t'uat fact if !t be a fact only adds to
the mystery of the situation; for It
would seem to mean that the majority
in congress were willing to admit a republican territory and to exclude a jj
o
democratic territory on merely partis.
an grounds and without the smallest
asreference to Justice. We prefer to
sign some other motive to the antagonism. It !s not pleasant to think that
the republicans In congress could be
guided In their acts by consideration
go petty and unpatriotic.
OUR DISPLAYS ARE NOW ALL
For many years past th3 national
DO NOT PUT OFF
COMPLETE.
conventions of both parties have de
MAKING YOUR SELECTIONS TOO
clared In favor of admitting these ter
LONG. OR YOU WILL BE
ritories. As a matter of fact, they
WE WILL LAY GOODS
committed themselves to New Mexico
AWAY FOR YOU AND DELIVER
and Arizona before Oklahoma was
CALL
WHEN YOU WANT THEM.
thought of as a quantity In the nation-n- !
equation.
AND SEE HOW FAR WE CAN MAKE
AT
YOUR MONEY GO.
Gentlemen now sitting in congress
In both cases for that matter have,
in the pant, advocated and voted for
the plank. How can they now explain
their present opposition to a measure
Store of Albuquerque
Money which heretofore they have ardently
are
These
t spoused and advocated?
D. H. BOATRIQHT
Interogatorles we do not undertake to
answer. Enough for us that certa'.n
republicans in congress are now repuCarpenters' and macnlnlsts' tools of
B. A. SLEYSTER.
diating the solemn declarations of all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
their party and fighting against a mea- company.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
sure which they themselves have exFIRE INSURANCE,
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.
pounded and urged In the immediate
RF.AL ESl ATt,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
past.
CARDS
PROFESIONAL
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
The truth Is that these territories
ROOMS
Automatic Telephone 174.
Ehould be admitted to statehood withENGINEER.
MINING
out further ado. They are entitled to
It, and the consummation will be useV. V. Clark,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ful In every Imaginable way.
xunlnir and metallurgical enclneer. 108
West Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Second street, between Railroad am)
8oeclalttes: Reports, surveys and maps;
Mokl Tea positively cures sick head
Copper avenue
and
mines
works;
reduction
plans
and
A
constipation.
ache, Indigestion and
mining Investments; second hand mining
analysis.
delightful herb drink. Removes an machinery; custom assaying and
Horses and Mules bonght and exchangLivery, Sale, Feed and
ed.
eruptions of the skin, producing a perDENTISTS.
transfer tiUblis
fect complexion or money refunded.
25c and 50c. Write to us for for free
O.
S.
Edmund J. Alger, U.
sample. W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo. 308 Railroad avenue. Office hours, 8:30 BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. a. mfl to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
elepnone urn. Appointments uiuua vr
Address W. L. TRIMBLE k CO,
Briggs & Co.
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W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Axst Cashier
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SOLOMON LUNA
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Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Saving

The

12-1-

Altniutro jh.

mail.

Rcid Going

ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXE .'AID
AMD ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

N. M.
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district
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States
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Albuquerque, N.
attorney, whose headquarters hereto ATTORNEY-AT-LAM. Prompt attention given to all business
fore have been at Las egas. win re- pertaining to the profession. Will pracin all courts of the territory and be- Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
move to Roswell next week, having tice
fore the United States land olttce.
in
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to Roswell.
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214 South Second Street.
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Washington,
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Earth.
Register.
Free Delivery
William D. Lee
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It la feared the census officials may
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ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice, room 7, N.
Report From the Reform School.
have some trouble with the Filipinos.
In
all
practice
building.
Will
T. Armijo
Senator Hansbraugh, of North Da
They surely will if they are as difficult
Iron and Trass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
J. O. Gluck, superintendent, Prunty- - the courts of the territory.
kota, has this to say on the subject:
town, W. Va., writes: "After trying
Grade liars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
to count as they are to shoot
R. W. D. Bryan
My own state has known what is all of the advertised cough medicines
Repairs on Mining and Ml 11 Machinery a Specialty.
N.
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAComer of First Street and
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
The remarks of Mr. Quay on the wag to be up against an admission we have decided to use Foley's Honey M. Olllce, First National Bans Dunaing.
Railroad Avenue.
statehood question are calculated to problem for years and Is disposed to and Tar exclusively in the West. Vir
Frank W. Clancy
snake some gentlemen a little more c very liberal in her views on this ginia Reform school. I find it the most .
. rr fill'
!
1
V
Has changed hards and is now one
The general sentiment effective and absolutely harmless."
careful In their platform making in the question.
building. Albuquerque, N. M.
Armijo
T.
of the nicest resorts In the city. Best
there, I think, is heartily in favor of Alvarado Pharmacy.
future.
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
E. W. Dobson
the admission of ths three territories
Office, Cromwell been o.: draught. Tutronage solicited.
ATTORNEY-AT-LASliver City's Part.
The Atlantic Transport company and I shall so vote."
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Silver City, through Its progressive block, Albuquerque, N. M.
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men,
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business
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In
state
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is
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populist statesman doing anything In tor Hansbrough's state was waiting
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Old 'Phone
for the favor of congress and Its peo- - hood fight at Washington. Last week Albuquerque, N. M.
152
that line?
59.
io will sympathize to the fullest ex these gentlemen sent to Delegate
PHYSICIANS.
100 souvenir turquoise pins for
The complaints of some of the coal tent with the desire of the three terrl
J. W. Edwards
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Physician
Mortician and Em
Homeopathic
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show quite conclusively that tbey lieges. The two Dakotas had a long tors. Each pin was neatly mounted
WhitingBlock.
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Room
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ttewspaper work.
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night. Calls are
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Open
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then the obstructionists. Instead of the Silver City. New Mexico, and across Whiting Building.
to.
promptly
attended
Mex
the card read the words: "New
Pearl Hart, a drunken, degraded wo- republicans.
Dr. E. N. Wilson
The Porter- - Thvallan and Sura-eonAlso Sell Monuments
man, who Joined an outlaw in holding
rooms
Grant
If the seventeen republicans quoted ico Wants Statehood."
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m. Colorado
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by the governor of Arizona. She Is now these territories unite with the thirty- - donation will end the fight and result
Dr. I. Saylln
a member of a variety show.
three democratic members of the sen- in the measure being passed unanim
Office end Reridenre, 410 South Edith street.
ate, they can defeat the Nelson substi- ously.
to o p in. sua to a u
Hours 10 In 19 I m.,
Mexico Is disposed to invite Cuba to tute by a majority of fourteen and pass
m. Colorado 'pbone ASS.
311 Soutn First Street.
A Thousand Dollar's Worth of Good
party.
Mexico has been tbe house bill.
an annexation
The two senators
VAJO, ProprUtor.
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The man who makes a living by discovering microbes would not be so
fcolUh as to cease finding things that
make as uncomfortable.
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All the

National

Bank Circulation
in the United States could not
purchase the assets of The
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York.
Teul circulation of all National

Banks In
States, September 30, tgol

thi United

$323,900,000
Awti of The Mutual Ufe tnt. Co. of New York, ere
larger than those of any other company in existence.

$352,800,000
Since organization thit Company haa paid policyholders over

$56SM S9oo
to-l- ay

for " Where shall t Insure f

"

The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York

Richad A. McCuiidv, President
Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M.
KIT CARSON'S COMMISSION.

It Should

Be Procurred

K

by the New

Mexico

Historical Society Letter
to Governor Otero.
The commission issued to Kit Carson as brigadier general of volunteers
during the civil war, hangs on the wall
of a hotel at Fort Garland, Colo., ac
cording to information received by
Governor Otero from Erskine H. Cox,
of Philadelphia, who was a recent visitor to Santa Fe. The New Mexico
Historical society should take action
at once towards securing this relic and
placing it on the walls of the rooms, as
Colorado will probably try to secure it
for their capltol. The letter from Mr.
Cox, written from Philadelphia, says:
"Owing to the fact that" New Mexico
has done far more to honor the memory of the late 'Kit' Carson than has
Colorado, I write to inform you that
Carson's commission as brigadier general of volunteers during the civil
war, hangs in the 'hotel at Fort Garland (on the Denver & Rio Grande
railway) Colorado. The commission is
signed by President Johnson and Secretary Stanton and would, I should
think, be a valuable document for your
Historical society to hang In the
capltol. It bears the following inscription: 'For distinguished services in
New Mexico, or similar words. I saw
the document October 8, and with me
was a distinguished Jurist from Colorado, late of the supreme court bench,
who thought his state should have it.
The present is a grandson of Kit Car-ioHla first name Is Frank, I believe, and his last Carson.
As the
commission Is liable to accident, I suggested that he loan it to New Mexico,
where many more may see It than now
can. This the lad (he is about 15) Is
willing to do. The famly la also in possession of a photograph of Kit Carson,
but would hardly spare it. The hotel
is 100 yards south of the station, and
was the commandant's
headquarters
during the army occupancy of the
post."

Voice.
Could hardly express the thanks of
Homer Hall, of West Point, la. Listen why: A severe cold had settled
on his lungs, causing a most obstinate
A Million

cough. Several physicians said he had
consumption, but could not help him
When all thought he was doomed he
began to use Dr. King's New Discovery
ior consumption and writes: "it com
pletely cured me and saved my life.
now weign 227 lbs." It's positively
guaranteed for coughs, colds and lung
irouoies. race 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottles free at all druggists.

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

X

t'iSSXXSSSSSSSJ.J.SSS
Mrs. Lantt is up from Helen, shop
ping and visiting.
B. G. Adklns, the wholesale broker
age agent, went to Santa Fe this morn
ing.

J. A. Skinner, the grocer, has JUBt
received a carload of Alvarado canned
fruits and vegetables.
Keep posted on the coming amusements by reading The Citizen's "Com
ing Events" column on page 3.
Miss Sadie Leavitt, one of the public
school teachers, will go to her home at
Denver to spend the holidays.
T. Y. Maynard, the Second street
jeweler, has returned from a flying
business trip to Gallup and Wlnslow.
Miss Katherine Graves and Miss El-tCarson, of Helen, are In the city for
a few days to do shopping and visit
friends.
The music store of Messrs. Hall &
Learnard was closed yesterday afternoon on account of the funeral of Mrs.
George C. Bowman.
The front of B. Ruppe's drug store
is being painted and gilded, blue and
silver. The combination of colors gives
a very pretty effect.
C. C. Hall and wife were passengers
for Missouri Tuesday night. They will
enjoy the holidays with relatives and
friends at Sedalla and Boonevllle.
Hon. Jeremiah Curtln, of the government Indian department, accompanied
by his wife, arrived from Washington
Tuesday and will spend a few days
In the city. From here Mr. Curtin will
go to Arizona.
Never before were the merchants
of the city hindered and inconvenienced so much by the late arrival of
freight as they are now. Consignments
from no farther east than Denver are
ps much as two weeks late.
Hon. Eugene A. Fiske, one of the
prominent attorneys of Santa Fe, who
was at Las Cruces on legal matters,
passed up the road, with A. R. Gibson,
for Santa Fe this morning. Mr. Fiske
vas at Las Cruces to make argument
regarding dissolving injunction in the
case of Bean vs. American Consolidat
ed Mining company, of which Mr. Gib
son is president, but hearing was postponed by Judge Parker until January
C, when he will hear attorneys at San
ta Fe.
Clarence H. Mackey, presided of
the Pacific Commercial Cable compa
py, and Bradley Martin, both promi
nent promoters of New York passed
through city yesterday morning. The
gentlemen were returning from San
Francisco, where they attended the
christening of the trans-Pacificable.
The landing and splicing of the shore
end, which is to connect the mainland
with Honolulu, inaugurated a new era
in the commercial development of the
Pacific coast.
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Demlng;

haa a magnificent school y
tem.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
Demlng', the Kateway to the beat nart of
Old Mexico.
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying investment.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng la the great mining center of
the aouthweat.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Demlng haa Increased 50 per cent In population In four years.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng lots will double
and treble In one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
electrio light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses Is fivo times In excess of the supply.
Demlng haa an abundance of water for
Irrigating vineyarda, orchards, or gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed
to accommodate the enormous increase of
population.
Demlng Is a great health result-h-as
no
superior in climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.'
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits
and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers the same opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
Demlng ships over 100.000 head of cattle
annually; Is the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.
al
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French Flannels

A

All-Wo-

Ladies' and Gents'
Handkerchiefs
Ladies' 10c Embroidered Corner Handkerchiefs,
Sal
Price
6
Ladles' 15c Embroidered Scalloped Handkerchiefs,
Sale
Price
lOrf
Ladles' 35c Embroidered Silk
Handkerchiefs; Sale Price. 10
Ladles' 25c Embroidered Linen
Handkerchiefs, Sale Price. 15,
Men's Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, colored borders and plain
white; on sale at 3 or....25
Men's full size Paponette Silk
Initial Handkerchiefs, splendid
25c value, on sale at each. . 17

Ladle' Neckwear
dozen Silk Puffs, in white,
black or black and white; nothing handsomer ever shown; the
finest kind of wearables; actually worth $4.50; Sale
Price
92.48
25

Subscribe for The Citizen.

THOUSANDS SAVED By

For Consumption. Coughs, CgIJs
and all

THROAT AMD

U3 TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine nositivei

cures Consumption, Coughp, Colds
n'onchuia, Aetlimn, Pneumonia.
kuFever, rieurisy, LnOrippe

FULL DRESS PATTERN
Consisting of 5 yards of

54-In-

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

45-in-

All-Wo-

Broadcloth
Whipcord

DI..L

Armure.i.

COIOFS

J"?"11 ul

Knicker- -

S3I6

Voile....',

jt?.

PdllBlll

Corkscrew

til OA
Vt.0t

Poplin....

Silk Lustre Sicilian

h

Ready-to-Wea-

r

Garment)

at almost half price

'

48 Ladles'
and Misses' All
Wool Kersey and Melton Coats,
In black, blue or, castor; satin
lined; worth up to $10.00; your
choice while they last.. 95,9 5
Ladies' $5.00 Walking Skirts,
in black, navy or grey; every
one perfect fitting; while they

91.88
And 8h

Walked in
Silk Attir
A grand chance to buy a beautiful present for the Holidays.
Black All Silk Peau do
Sole, worth $1.00, at
60s
black guaranteed Taffeta, worth $1.25, at
g8
Black Moire Velour,
worth $1.50, at
gg
Your choice of any $1.00 Silk
Velvet, every color, also black,
at, per yard
75
h

67 Swell Waist Pattern
consisting of 2
yards of Finest
Striped Embroidered and Polka
Dot Granites In grey, reseda,
cardinal, old rose, cream and
tan every yard worth $1.16
tomorrow and while they
last, per pattern.........

$1.75

Ladles' and Children'
Underwear
Ladies' 75c TJnion Suits oa
,
sale at
48d
Children's 60c Union Suits on

t

Men's Furnishing
75c Fleece Lined Shirts and
Drawers; all sites; reduced

to

Hose;
t0

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump

Coal, $5.00 per ton.

Anthracite Nut, $730 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
RnTaTlirMt.jWlinnn.
avenue;
uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Telephones:
267; Bell, 45.

Automatic,

416

25

Infants' Shoe
Just received 165 pairs of Infants' Finest Kid Shoes with
soft soles, button or lace styles.
In black, red, blue, black and
white, and white; sixes 0 to S;
just the thing for your Uttto
tots; Sale Price, per pair.. 754

h

-

NO CURE. NO PAY.
503. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

Fancy Wa?st
Patterns

h

HnnrnMioca

RICE

h

h

pieces of Finest
French Flannels regular 75c
goods almost every shade on
the rainbow beautiful finish
fine twilled While .they
last, per yard
39
FANS
Wnoderful values in Fans,
either whit or black sticks. In a
beautiful variety of designs;
every one a $2.50 value; Sale
Price while they last. . 91.65
12

Kw Pointers About a

Good Town
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on Demlng.
Demlng has Just been Incorporated.
Demlng--, the coming- - city of New Mex

h

h

807 West Gold Avenue,

DEMING.

NU(.

Leon B.Stern.Proprietop

DON'T MISS A LINEI
READ IT CAREFULLY!
DRESS GOODS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS The. Values Speak for Themselves:
f 601nch A" WoGl Storm Serge' B01nch AH Woot 88tIn Solell,5Mnch All
'I-0?UaUt3r
Wool Cheviot.
All Wool Sail Cloth,
All Wool French Surah Serge.
All Wool Vlgoreaux
All
WTool Nuns Veiling,
All Wool German Henrietta,
All Wool Granite Cloth, etc.. In' black and a
good assortment of colorings no better goods can be found, even as leaders,
at $1.00 a yard: Our Price
while tbey last
.

The Union
Market

polished table tops a specialty. Prices
reasonable; all work guaranteed. Es
timates furnished free. Work called
for and delivered promptly; 111 South
mer Hill, N. Y. This remedy is for Third street.
sale by all druggists.

-

READ THIS BARGAIN LISTI

Imperial Laundry

A

com

person.

In

Chicago Live 8tock. '
Chicago, Dec. 18. Cattle Receipts,
4,500 head; market very slow. Good to
prime steers, $5.406.50; poor to medium, $3.0005.25; stockers and feed
ers. $2.004.50; cows, $1.454.60;
heifers, $2.004:55; canners, $1.25
4.50; bulls, $2.004.50; calves, $3.75
7.25; Texas fed steers, $3.1754.50.
Sheep
Receipts, 15,000; market,
steady to strong; lambs, steady to
strong. Good to choice wethers, $3.75
4.50; fair to choice mixed, $2.75
3 75; western sheep, $3.754.40; nathe mau ,
receives the sweetest
tive lambs, $3.756.00; western lambs, kiss is the nattiest in the room other
$4.005.65.
things being equal the one whose
linen comports with his clothes. We
To Get Rid of a Troublesome Com.
attend to the laundering of men's
First soak It In warm water to soften shirts, collars and cuffs in such fine
it, then pare it down as closely as pos- fashion as to win encomiums from
the
sibly without drawing tne olood and most particular. Let's have your Xmas
apply Chamberlain's Pain Balm twice laundry work.
dally; rubbing vigorously for five minutes at each application. A corn plaster should be worn for a few days, to
protect it from the shoe. As a general
liniment for sprains, bruises, lamenesB
BacK or Postofflc.
and rheumatism, Pain Balm Is
For sale by all druggists.

Meet.

Send In your
Mail Orders.
We viH Uk
car of them
properly.

If you

can't

oooaoaoaaoooooaaao

o

Q

Do your shopping by Mall

oaonaonooconaaoaflo

Have your nouse wen ventilated bj
using a Peninsular base burner.
Whitney Company.,

SURELY NO EXCUSE CN EARTH FOR A MAN OR WOMAN TO PAY THE FREE-LININYARD FOR DRESS GOODS WHICH YOU CAN BUY HERE AT 69c IF YOU MU8T HAVE
AND LINGINGS, GO TO THE LION STORE AND GET IT; AL80 THE
FOLLOWING
WE WILL GIVE YOU A DRESS PATTERN FREE, IF IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT WE
TO GIVE YOU THE OTHER FELLOW'S CLASS OF $1.00 GOODS AT 69c

The Store the People Talk About

If you fell ill and need a pill
Why not purchase the best?
DeWitt's Early Risers
Are little surprisers,
Take one they do the rest.
W. H. Howell, Houston, Tex,, wrltes-- I
have used Little Early Riser Pills
in my family for constipation, sick
headache, etc. To their use I am in
debted for the health of my family. J.
H. O'Rielly & Co. B. II. Briggs & Co.

bought a bottle and take pleasure in
stating that two doses cured me and
enabled me to have a good time at the
party." Mr. Snell is a resident of Sum-

Baltimore, Dec. 18. The annual
meeting of tye Maryland State Horticultural society, which began today, is
one of the largest in the five years' history of the organization. Those in attendance include leading fruit growers from all parts of the state, together with horticultural authorities from
leading schools and from the United
States department of agriculture at
Washington.
The opening session held at Dushane
post hall this afternoon was devoted
to the annual reports of the various
officers and the address of the president of the society. Captain Robert S.
Emory, of Chestertown. At the opening session this evening the speakers
will Include President R. W. Silvester,
of the Maryland agricultural college;
Superintendent N. K. Flitton, of Clifton Park, and Prof. G. Harold Powell,
director of pomology of the United
States department of agriculture.

THERE IS
SHARK $1.00 A
DRESS GOOD8
GUARANTEE:
EVER REFUSE

Kansas City Live Stock.
fuctice.
Kansas City, Dec. 18. Cattle Re
The Rico Cafa serves the best ineali
ceipts, 5,000 head, including 1,000 Tex
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
ans; market, steady. Native steers, orders,
5 cents up, 111 North First
?3.106.25: Texas and Indian steers, street.
$3.004.25; Texas cows, $1.753.00;
o
Fresn Cut Flower.
native cows and heifers, $l.904.30;
THE
IVES,
FLORIST.
stockers
and feeders, $3.0004.30;
bulls. $2.004.25; calves, $1.606.40;
western steers, $3.005.15: western 0
o
'
cows, $1.753.00.
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Sheep Receipts, 3,000 head; mar
ket, Btrong.
Muttons, $3.00 4. 10;
Iambs, $3.605.45; range wethers,
$J.004.65; ewes, $3.004.00.

Had a Good Time.
A. J. Snell wantea to attend a party,
o
but was afraid to do so on account of
F. A. Jones, e. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
pains In his stomach, which he feared
would grow worse. He says: "I was Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
telling my troubles to a lady friend,
Correspondence solicited.
who said: 'Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era and Diarrhoea Remedy will put
Maik McCoy, piano polisher, all
you in condition for the party.' I kinds of furniture reflnlshed. Highly

Fruit Growers

Don't Get Caught by the Free - Lininq Racket!

December 19 "Hello Bill," at Cooo lbs. lombo hall.
240 qts
December 25 Entertainment given
100 lbs, by young men of Methodist Splscopal
Eg5s
17 dor church at Grant hall.
Vegetables
December 26 Dance by Woman's
soo lbs,
Corps, at .Colombo hall.
Relief
This represents a fait ration for one
December
ball at Col
man for one year.
ombo Hall.
30 Basket ball, at ColomBut some people eat and eat boDecember
hall.
and yet grow thinner. Thi: December 31 Ball given by Woodmen of the World at Colombo hall.
means a defective digestio:
January 19 First annual ball of the
and unsuitable food. fcTo t.-- . Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen at
Colombo hall.

docs it.

1902

COMING EVENT8.

Meats
Milk

notice of such persons we pre
sent Scott's Emulsion, fimcu:
for its tissue building.
You
physician can tell you how it

c

Death of Mrs. Harlan.
Mrs. Lizzie Harlan, wife of the late
Judge Harlan, of Mogollon, died at the
residence of Ed Dickinson, In Silver
City, Friday morning, death being due
to pneumonia. Mrs. Harlan was born
in Cayuga county, New York, In the
year 1845 and was consequently 57
years of age. She came to New Mexico
with her husband about fifteen years
ago, and until his death, about three
years ago, resided at Mogollon. Since
then she has made her home with
friends at Silver City. Deceased was
a consistent member or the Methodist
church, and a most estimable lady.
Interment was made Saturday afterA Timely Topic.
noon in the Knights of Pythias cemeAt this season of cough and colds
tery, services being conducted at the It is well to know
that Foley's Honey
late residence by Rev. llarshaw.
and Tar is the greatest throat and lung
remedy. It cures quickly and prevents
What i in a Name?
Everything is In the name when it serious results from a cold. Alvarado
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. Pharmacy.
DeWitt & Co. of Chicago, discovered,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
some years ago, how to make a salve
205 South First street, over the Hyde
from Witch Hazel that is a specific for
piles. For blind, bleeding, itching and Exploring Expltion store, is prepared
protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns, tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's hair dres6iing, treat corns, bunions
ingrowing nails. She gives masSalve has no equal. This has given and
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
rise to numerous worthless counter-felts- .
g own preparations
of com
Ask for DeWitt's the genuine. Bambini
plexion cream builds up the skin and
&
O'Rielly
H.
Co.
B.
J.
H. Briggs & improves
the complexion, and are
Co.
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
We make the best door and window aleo prepares a hair tonic that cures
screens. They are far superior to any and prevents dandrufT and hair falling
made in the east at the same price.
out; restores life to dead hair: re
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A moves moles, warts and superfluous
T. Telephone No. 463.
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
o
a very fine tooth powder, which
Plumbing.
to be free from all metallic
We have added a plumbing department and tin shop to our business. substances. It perfumes the breath.
When you have anything In this line hardens the gums and makes the teeth
to be done see us about it before plac- clean and white. It is highly recom
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
ware company.
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
Peninsui' bail heaters burn let these preparations are purely vegetafuel, give more heat and ventilate your ble compounds. Give
her a trial.
rooms. Whitney Company.
Automatic telephone 490.
.

FOOD FOR A YEAR.

X

a

which U more than any other company in the world
haa disbursed.
Write

S

18

25c Black

39

and Fancy Halt

all sixes;

65c and 50c Fine

finest web;
reduced to

reduced

10

Suspenders
large assortment;

lLv

Silver
Avenue
Stable
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
114 WE8T 8ILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

8addl
Horse
a Specialty. W
and board horse andhav first class rig
for hire.
L e. CAREY. Pres.

WM. GOETTING & CO., Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

COLUMBUS
204 South Second

First Class

HOTEL.
street

Rooms and Board.

....Christmas Will Soon ...

t

....Be Here....

Rates

Reasonable.

WHQ.

E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT

The usual problem' confronts you
same old trouble as last year. Its
hard to find things to give men.
If you find it so a visit here will
help you to decide and afford you

No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

.BE8T

MEALS IN THE CITY.
REGULAR MEAL8, 25c.

Short Order at Any Price.

relief. My store is full of articles

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
18

suitable for a Man's Christmas.
Run your eyes down this list
you will certainly strike something
he would be delighted to have

IT

Telephone Service
rou

1

WANT?

OVERCOATS,
SUIT8,
SMOKING JACKETS,

QUICK AND RELIAOLEI

SHIRTS,
HOSIERY,
MUFFLERS,
RAIN COAT8,
SHIRT PROTECTORS,
HANDKERCHIEFS,

uoocccoooooooooooocccecr'
MEN AND WOMEN.
Big J f.r unmiural
dii liarr..irjtljsiiuiittioQs.
it itntioti t.r u let atioat
f uitjcoui nifctiibrisbea.

When Christmas shopping we
would be pleased- to have you
come herelwith your troubles and
we 11 fix him but.

i
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FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can dept-nupon securii
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these wafei
bare and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass.. Im
porters.
W. Y. Walton. r scrlption druggist.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Aibuquerqu,-- , N. M.. sole agent
for Bernalillo couuty..
1

1

NECKWEAR,
SUSPENDERS,
COLLAR8,
CUFFS,
BATH ROBE8,
CAP8,
UMBRELLAS,
WHITE VESTS
HOUSE COATS,
SWEATERS. ETu,

GLOVES,
NIGHT ROBES,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.

IVI.

MANDELL

.... The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....
116

Ml

WEST HAIL ROAD AVENUE

T11K ALHUQUKUQUt DAILY CITIZEN
CHORAL

SOCIETY1

tMM""""

CONCERT.

DKCEMHEU 16 1902

TIH'USDA

If you don't believe it we will show
you trat we have tbv nicest and larg-

""4

"

i

est asEortr.uni

y

Hsld Last KigM at Public Library
Building and Mjc!i Enjoyal

"Something Useful"

of holiday goods in

town.
Toy pianos, 30c to 2.25.
Juvcn'le Locks, lCc to fl.

Dominoes,

Cc.

That's Our Idea of This

FoMin.T checker boards, ISc,
Tcy tea cots. 10c to $2.83.
I)rum3, 12c to fl.BO.
Wascns. 35c tn S2.40.
Wliccl banows, 15c to fl.
l.ocon-.ctivp$1, J1.50 anl $2.23.
Tliill.'ins Weeks, ISc nni 23c.
.
lCc ta $1.10.
.

ENTERTAIKMENT.

A FINE

'

j.

Everyone was pleased and delighted
with the evening of rare musical entertainment afforded them by the Choral
society of the University of fcew Mexico, under the direction of rof. John
Douglas Walker n the hall of the
school of music last night.
The Singing of the chorus, which
waa tbd most prominent part of the
program, was highly appreciated ly
the audience of music lovers. The rendering of "The Heavens are Falling"
wan a very pleasing numler and was
sung With a harmony and beautiful
Wending of the voices of the chorus of
torty voices that showed careful Btndy
and preparation. Four numbers were
sung by the chorus, all of which
pleased the audience decidedly, and
spoke In high tertr.s of the ability of
the faculty.
which
A number of the program
neld the attention and made a mot-favorable Impression was the duo, the
Bret movement of Schumann's concerto In "a" minor, done by Mrs. Mabel
Stevens Hi moo and Edward Grunsfeiu.
The hearty applause of the audience
showed that a musical performance of
this nature was more than appreciated.
Mr. Grunsfeld so seldom uses his talents as a pianist In public that the
music lovers never tire of his clever
playing.
Robert Blair, by his mastery of the
violin, showed he was a favorite
among the lovers of the stringed Instrument. "Legende," by Wienawskl,
was the number which pleased all.
Miss Florence S. Cnapin. In her
usual charming manner of delivery,
the close attention of the audience with her reading, "How Parson
'Whitney and Deacon Tubman Kept
New Year's Day."
Professor Walker scored a success,
not alone la his solos, but his direction of the chorus. 'The Creole Lov
ers Song was well rendered by Prof.
Walker, and his "Land o the Leal"
was a notable number. Those who
once have beard Mr. Walker's voice
are always delighted of another oppor
tunity. Mr. Walker was assisted by
the faculty of the school, Mrs. John
Douglas Walker, and Edward Gruns
--

t

hii

feld.
The success achieved by the faculty
of the new department of the university In their first concert was very
encouraging, and the audience showed
Intelligent appreciation.
Prof. W. G. Tight made a short ad
dress, giving the history of the choral
society v One- Interesting point was
that the first concert was given on
the anniversary of the death of Miss
Mary E. Gllmore, who originated the
idea of a department 01 music of the
university.
7
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Greatest in the World

intiLIO:! HAKPT AMERICAN

CHILDHE2T

EP-Bi-

Caused by Accident to No. 7 Trail
Arrived at 1 O'clock Today.
The weBtern express train No. 7, due
here last night, ran into a switch engine in the railroad yards at Hutchinson, Kan., Tuesday night at 12:30
o'clock, and did not arrive here until
o'clock today.
Passengers on the train report they
were held at Hutchinson about nine
hours on account of the wreck.' The
switch engine was just making a sid
ing when the engine on No. 7 collided
with it from the rear. The engine and
one mall car on No. 7 were thrown in
the ditch, but fortunately all the train
men escaped Injury with the exception
of one mail clerk, who received a few
bruises about the head.
Indian Murderer Killed.
Word has neen received at Phoenix
that Maleo, one of the most bloodthirsty redskins Arizona has ever
known, was killed Saturday near Ar- gyle Bend, near which place two vic
tims recently fell lefore his inherent
hatred of the palefaces. He sought to
incite other redskins to violence
against the whites, and fled when he
learned that officers were after htm.
Sheriff Truman and Ed Carruthers followed the .quarry over the desert trails
and rockB, where the Indian cunningly
discarded his shoes, concealing his
trail. ..A tomahawk whizzed past the
sheriff's head as the two suddenly
drew rein before a wickiup, and bullets
followed. ; Maleo fell with two bullets
in his heart.
Among the latest victims, of Ma'.eo was Charles Walsh, a

Jf--

3

Bread, Buns and Pies fresh
ery day; fine Pastry a

8peiialty.

o
A drunk a day is the
grinding In police court.

Until Chrictmss we will offer c;r
tin stack of Photograph Frames

Mgr.

F. W. MOHLMAN,

ev-

DOLL

nml
Divans

CARTS

CLOSETS, BEDS AND CHILD'S MORRIS CHAIRS.
NICE XMAS STOCK.

AND

WHEELBAR
TABLES, CHINA
CALL AND SEE A

O. W. STRONG & SONS
LIFE OR DEATH
Often hang on several things the
physician, the nurse, the drugB and
medicines. The drugs are our part,
and it is our constant aim by careful
buying, by the careful selection of the
best drugs and chemicals, and by the
utmost care in compounding them, to
)lay that part well. Correct diagnosis
is hardly more important than that
the remedy selected should have the
effect expected of It.

0

0

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Druggist.
117

West Railroad Avenue.

0
0

000000000000000000

GAME AND POULTRY

FOR CHRISTMAS
you will find here In' great plenty if
you come eartl enough; ''Open" weather has made good turkeys scarce; but
early comersvwlll find .their needs supplied turkeys, chickens, ducks, geese,
squirrels, rabbits, etc;, meats of every
desirable kind beef, mutton, pork
ham, and all kinds of bolognas and
tannages. We are prepared for Christ-macatering in th3 meat l'.ne.

en- -

close ;hem cut.

Give us your order fOT your
Christmas Fruit Cake, only 40
cents per pound.

extent of the
It certainly
speaks well for the morality of the
city, when the mourners' bench is

Stltcra"

AND CARRIAGES,

S

st greatly reduced price: to

'

,

IT

-'--

Photograph
Frames

The New England
BAKERY.

Com lie h

ROWS, LITTLE RED CHAIRS, SMALL DRESSERS,

aaaaaooooDOoooo'T'oo'j

celery relish, hot rel'.sh, sweet relish
21 cents quart, pickled onions 20 cents
pint, apple butter 10 cents pound, delicious berry preserves 30 cents pound.
Queen olives 20, 25 and 30 cents pint.
stuffed olives 30 cents pint; try our
American full cream cheese 20 cents
pound. SAN JOSE MARKET.

-
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.. FURNITURE FOR THE CHILDREN...

Affidavit cigars, the best in the west,
25 In a box, for the holiday trade, at
H. Westerfeld & Bro.'s, 207 Railroad

-

EI'

Ei

alhcr Keekers

KIM

rcl-aur- a

Try The Citizen want columns.
being, made Into one Rtate. He la that the police circles of Albuquerque
'
W
O
therefore opposed to the omnnibiis have a celebrated reputation among yw.
iinwiiiiiiiiMiiiniinMnraBOT
bill.
the hobo fraternity, whose motto has
8ereral followers of football are an and always will be "Keep Away." It Is
ticipating going to Santa Fe on Christ true our beautiful streets have been : .
mas 'with the local government Indian rendered comfortable by the worn
.':.
school team. On the cftrrnoon of that hands of the traveling gentry.
clay they are scheduled to play n game
nemedy.
Favorite
for the championship of the territory.
Frequently accidents occur Jn the
Both teams have been playing' star
ball this season and neither have lost household, which cause burns, cuts,
a game. The game should be fast and sprains and bruises; for the use in
furious. It should' result In favor of bucIi cases, Ballard's Snow Liniment
the Albuquerque Indians, as the team has for many years been the constant
from this city defeated the Las Cruces family remedy. 25c, 50c and $1.00 at
aggregation by a score bf G to 0 after Cosmopolitan Pharmacy. B. Ruppe.
the Santa Fe Indians had played them
r
New figs 12V4 cents pound; try our
tie, no score being made on cither
Bluffed dates 20 cents box, pineapple
side.
A more gorgeous and Btrlklngly bril cubes 20 cents can, French mustard
liant display of Christmas goods in the 10 cents bottle, fine sauer kraut 12Va
Jewelry line than those shown in the cents quart. SAN JOSE MARKET.
Diamond Palace windows on Railroad
Dance ton!ght at Odd Fellows hall.
avenue, can not be found anywhere In
-- nthe southwest. The quality and style
of goods shown Is much In evidence.
O
Handsome
boxes O
Christmas
A party of the city's young folks an O FREE with every waist pattern at O
ticipate a good time bowling at the O $1.75 and over. LION STORE.
O
Sunnyslde alleys tonight.
RGE sour and sweet pickles lc
each, chow chow 25 cents quart,

fill.

mmmu

&

avenue.

DELAYED MAILS.

;.

Eacy Is'

Ero. have a fine line
Wreterfcld
and brier pipes at very
of liipt
low prices. See our line before you
purchase.

ble

t,

Jrcmpt

11.

t

a

J

,1'hctcs lit Wolfe's.
o
Have ymi M'en that blue enameled
steel wsrf a the Albuquerque Hard
ware cou.puiiy's store, it is the most
beautiful ind ornamental ware ev
seen lu Allii(lin"-que- .

are kept herJthy "With OASOARET3 Candy
CAGOARSTS to other mamas have made
for
mamas
Cathariic. Good vrords spoken t7 their
CA3CAK2T3 successful until the salo now is nearly A iCLLIC:! BOXE3 A MONTH. Why do
little tablet
litt!e folks lie CASCAT.ET3 ? Because they are a uweet, pa'.ataUs, fragrant
y.
Medicine that
taete pood do cood novor crip nor rjrripo, but act gently, naturally, pociti-clparents give their little darlings medicine
a child dic".i!:c3 ri:i not do it much cood.
they like themselves.
that tastoo cood and doc3 cood, and doeB not Rrip nor gripe; the kind
Children are always ready to take CASCARET3, THE PERFECT HOME MEDICINE, ask for
the dangers of childhood's ailments.
tho-and are kept healthy always and safe
NEVER SOLD IN BULK, The genuine
Ecsfc for the Ecreryla. All druccists, lOo, 6c, CCo.
tablet stamped C C C. G uara stood to cure or money back. Bample and booklet free. Address
ho
Sterling Remedy Co., Ch'casro or Nov York.
A

Hun !r u Vi Vhcrul
Thing for :li iiiiino

Cc.

p;03cnts to be found here
and ol 1. Plenty of clerks to
VM. KIEKE.
KIEKE, Propilctor.

-

s

rets,

Wm.Farr,

BUTMAN'S STUDIO

well "known cattleman, whom the InBoth 'Phones
Plum Pudding for Christmas.'
220 8outh Second St.
London, Dec. 18. It is estimated dians assaulted at his ranch a month empty almost every morning. It seems
215 RAILROAD AVENUE.
that during the past two or three ago, subsequently burning the had
weeks the steamships leaving England ends.'
Flour, Feed, Provision. May
have carried upwards of 600 tons of
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
plum pudding, or roughly speaking
and Grain.
TABLETS
DYSPEPSIA
Probably the most strikingly hand
shout 170,000 puddings. To an English
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Imported French and Italian Morel Looks Best! Wears
nan a Christmas dinner without a tume Christmas window In the city Is cure dyspepsia ana all disorders arisLongest I Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
DEALERS If
plum pudding would be like a produc- that shown by Simon Stern, the cloth ing lrom indigestion. Fndorsed by phyUuods.
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement. Glass Paint, etc.
drugby
every
Sold
all
sicians
where.
tion of Hamlet without the melancholy ier, on Railroad avenue. Not only are gists. No cure, m pay. 25 cents. Trial
I
AND
IOUORS.
GROOTES
Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albunuraue,
Dane, and the Britain's weakness in the useful articles In clothing strlk package free by writing to W. II. Hookthis particular Is one that always lngly attractive, but above all Is the er & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. O'llielly
sticks with him, even though he mi- big green airship. It is a good draw & CO.. and B. H. Brings tt Vn
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
grates to the end tf the earth. 'As the ing card.
North Third Street
Old Phone 247
A colored man was brought up from
holiday season approaches each year
tons of festive pudding .find their way Bleta this morning by Officer Moore
from London all over the world. A of that place, and placed in, the county
large portion are sent as Christmas jail. The fellow is charged with
II o 1f
presents to . friends in the United breaking open a Bealed car, on a siding
o
States. Many hundreds of them go to at Isjleta.
k
117 Gold Avenue
Mrs. Myra A. Yarshow and daughter,
Canada. Australia and South Africa.
puddings
are
packed in tins and Miss' Mabelle, are here from Des
The
I
c the
sent by parcels post as a rule. An in Moines; Iowa. Both ladies are deacon
tervlew with the manager of the best esses of the Methodist church and will
Brotherhood of Railroad
Stoves from
LIGHT,
II 1
known firm of plum pudding makers take active Interest in local church
COOL.
Trainmen
many
more work. The daughter will enter the
, develops
the tact that
Mutual Telephone 43.
Eaty to Wur,
II p
Furniture, Ranges, Stoves,
firtna puddings are being sent to the sewing department of the Harwood
N o prouar on
Ml lUt.lnt
United States this year than hereto- home. They expect to make Albuquer
..Colombo Hal!,.
V Hlpt or Back.
I
Albuquerque
Rillroad Avenue,
fore, owing to the abolition of the duty que their future home.
I No nodaratrapa.
Squares, Crockery
8I
var
N
novea.
Ivttb
I
Contort.
SO
per
f nearly
cent, which formerly
Mike Mandell, the clothier, is show
rlonday Evening
prevailed. The orders come from all ing in his windows some nice and valu
Beautiful Iron Beds,
Jan. 19, 1003 ..
parts of America, several having come able Christmas goods in the way of
from as far west as San Francisco and smoking jackets, bath robes and other
of ick
Tor the Btne
and Springs
,
Seattle,
useful articles in gentlemen's furnish
and Disabled
'
ings.
Jtu
Brothers.
!
At the Whit House.
Regular services will be held at Tem
i
Washington, Dee. It. The scene of ple Albert Friday evening at 7:45.
.
Orchestra...
S1EPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
the first cabinet dinner to be given by The Feast of Lights" will be the sub
the President and Mrs. Roosevelt this ject of the sermon by Rabbi Jacob H.
Ocntlrm wit
Finest
LUc,S l.uu
evening will be vastly different from Kaplan. The public is welcome.
Whlsktes,
JOSEPH BAHXFTT. Prop.
that of last year. Some doubt was felt The No Name store on Gold avenue
Brandies,
lest the east room should not be ready is one of the city depots for Christmas
ISO W. Railroad Av. Mt uiu"-'ii'6- .
Wines, elc.
in time for this most Important social toys. Mr. Springer, the proprietor.
function of the season, but by putting baa decorated the front windows to
n a force of additional workmen- - ev please the boys
and girls. There are
erything waa put In the best of or Kris Krlngle
faces, drums and horns,
,1
e'er.
dolls and tiny furniture and various
I1IHH
More than seventy guests an exceptoys to All little hearts with
tionally large number, will attend the other
childish joy.
dinner. Besides the cabinet members
Recently, John S. Beaven, the rus
there will be present a number of lead tling proprietor
of the Carkville coal
not
representatives,
and,
ing senators
and wood yards, secured the contract
able leaders of resident society and
are our new stock of Carriages, Buj)-- J
to furnish the local government Indian
friends.
few especial
gies, Road Wagons, Phaetons, etc.,
school with seventy-fivcords of wood.
Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes, Horse
Mr.
Beaven
delivery
his first
of
St Louis. Dec. 18. Wool Quiet two wagon made
Whips, etc. ..Call on us and
Clothing,
loads day before
territory and western medium, 170
see our large ctock.
coarse. UQ16c.
ISc: floe.
Word reached Albuquerque this mor
no smoke.
Xo
7 he mo economical in fuel.
Meeting ef Real Estate Men.
ning that J. M. O'Brien, the express
Omaha. Neb.. Dec. 18. The Nebras messenger who was injured in the reAbsolutely odorless.
Fully guaranteed.
ka Real Estate Dealers' association i cent railroad wreck at Tipton, Is get
annual session here devoted this fore ting along nicely and no fear Is now
stoon to discussions concerning home- entertained that his injuries will prove
A leadln
seekers and Investment.
fatal.
L, P. Barnes, the attorney of New
feature of the afternoon session was
Sale Fricea now on.
M.
by
Bush
York, came in from the east last night,
an Interesting address H.
&tock is completojwHHIatest styles.
melt, of Lincoln; who took as his sub and continued south to Silver City on
'
Aualitree ve suarantee
ject. "How a Commercial Club Can Ad. the delayed passenger train this afterWHOLESALE AND 1JETAIL
rm
Mke aary lo you. .
City."
Later
'
of
Its
noon.
Interests
vance the
Mr. Barnes has big coal land
113-11- 7
Albuquerque,
Mexico
Jiew
were
visitors
tak
Kouth
iLterests in the Indian Territory, and
ia the afternoon the
T,wtAi"rquefN:vM:
favors Oklahoma and Indian Territory
a through the Union Pact Be shops.

ACKER'S

J. C.

Toti & Gradi

BALDRIDGE

7

AMERICAN

FJRST

-

....ANNUAL....
BALL.

SILVER

B.

RUPPE,

TRUOO.
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House Furnishings
Heating

6.rt
""'

$2.50 up

Art

Mattresses

TH 1ST.

ELMO

..Borradaile :& Co..

.Bcrry-Dtoli-

New Process
Oil Heaters

n

e

1217e;

t

'

riCOCUtO

That Afford Years
of Pleasure

rw,

OXJR.

WHITNEY CO

--

w
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Finest rcet

J J. KORBER

& CO.

.
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'will stop building.
CLASSIFIED ADS.

D

FAIR....

.....TH E

ESTABLISHED 1886.

H

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-waro, Tinware, Table Cutlery,
i amps, Tea and Coffee- tho beft with premium.

8.

tis a

Avers

Threat of Building Trades Assembly

n11

J. W . M.A. LETTE
WHEN SANTA CLAUS ARRIVES

let him treaej on carpets and rugs fit,
for a Christmas king. "Short" on the
carpet line of household "stocks?" Get
"long" here carpets and rugs with or
without "margins," In many desirable
patterns and colors. You don't need
to "speculate" as to our wares they
don't "fluctuate," but are reliable all
tbe time.
"New styles and patterns arriving ev' '
ery week.

to Strike will Deter Many From
Ordering Work.
A well known contractor says that
the threat of the building trades to
strike If the card system does not go
Into effect will have a dampening effect on the ardor of builders and that
no more new buildings will be started1
for some time, says the El Paso Herald. He says that he knows of several
parties who contemplated the erection
of buildings who will not now do so
until It Is certain that there will be ho
strike. He says contractors are also
afraid to bid on buildings as they always have to guarantee to complete
a job In a certain time and that they
can not do this If they expect a strike
at any minute.
Then he says there are two bricklayers' unions in El Paso, one known
as the local and one as the international. The building trades assembly
only recognizes one of these unions
and he wants to know how the employers are to know which Is the right
one. The building trades assembly
says one Is the real union and the
members of the other contend that
their union is the real thing.

Note All classified advertisements
or
'liners," om cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
in order to Insnre Droner classification
all "liners" should be left at this of- nce not later than I o clock p. m. v

ALBERT

ra!r

Sarsap'arilla
Your grandmother's doctor ordered1 it for your

PERSONAL PMOPEKTY LOANS.

8

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket, an4
House Furnishing Goods.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses. 8:
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
and tried for 60 to twelve months time Is given.
A
WItnout delay and Btrlctly private.
years.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
before borrowing.
Pills; gently OUR RATES
use
PRIVATE OFFICES,
Is a beautiful Rug and we are
OPEN EVENINGS.
laxative, purely vegetable.
an elegant assortment
showing
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
. C. ATSB CO., Lowell, Maai.
Rooms S and 4 Grant Building, ,
of fine Oriental, Wilton, Axmin-ste- r,
hold of $11,000 in the Dallas bank to
305 West Railroad Avenue.
Smyrna, Body Brussels and
the credit of Mrs. Richardson, but on
Tapestry Rugs In carpet sixes
account of some pressure brought to
LOST.
and smaller sizes that ars as atbear upon her she dug up $4,000 more LOST Bunch of keys. Finder please
and an automobile worth $1,000.
tractive as the lustrous colorleave at this office and, receive reThe company gave her $400 and
ings and the artistic pa Herns of
ward.
she, so far as Is known, has gone to a
the Rugs. We aer also showing
country where she cannot be extraWANTED.
fine lines of Sofa Pillows, Por
dited.
Agents
WANTED
on
comsalary
or
tieres, Drawn Work, Couch and
Thus
second
woman
the
drops
out
NEW SCIENTIFIC PROCESS.
mission. Call at 215 Carroll avenue.
of sight. The other is the supposed
Table Covers, Muslin and Lace
A Preparation
Discovered That Will Mrs. Mitchell, who svas the supposed WANTED Experienced housekeeper
Curtains.
and cook. Call at 501 North Second
Destroy the Dandruff Germ, f, wife of the Mitchell who was poisoned
street. J. C. Martin.
For some time It has been known in Chihuahua. She has faed from
that dandruff Is caused by a germ that view In a way that makes the mystery WANTED A small second hand wagon. Address P. Q., this office and
digs up the scalps into little white of that crime still greater.
state price.
flakes, and by sapping the vitality of
The Insurance company also attachthe hair at the root, causes falling ed $2,000 belonging to Mason In a WANTED 3 young men from Albu
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED- - 1S75
querque and vicinity at once to prehair, and, of course, finally baldness. Waco bank. This, when obtained,
pare
positions
years
for
In
government
For
the
there have been all kinds of makes $17,000 the company has gotten
service. Apply to Inter state Corres.
hair stimulants and scalp tonics on the back out of the Devers policy of $10.-00- 0
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.market, but there has been no permaand the Mitchell policy of $15,000.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
nent cure for dandruff until the distravel, tack signs and distribute samcovery of a preparation called New- ples and circulars of our goods. Salbro's Herpicide, which destroys the
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
Fine fresh lobsters, small sizes; pat
dandruff germ. Destroy the cause the
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
effect will cease to exist. Kill the dan- ent case oysters, the delicious, natural
Carrto
the Largvat
Flour, drain
mi float Biteuire
,
druff germ and you'll have no dandruff, flavor, pure food oysters, can be obStock
ol
nd Provisions.
no itching scalp, no falling hair. Send tained only from us; tomorrow we will WANTED Manager of new branch of
Staple OroceHet)
our business here in Albuquerque.
10 cents in stamps for sample to The have the famous Long Island blue
Car lets specialty.
foaad
atfar at.
Address at once, with references, AlHerpicide Co., Dept. "F," Detroit, Mich. points and the large Houma selects;
in the fish line, small channel cat fish
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
FARfl AND FREIQHT VVAQONS.
B. P. Y. U. Officers.
lake trout, scaled pefch, salmon, red
Ohio.
At a meeting held at the Baptist flfh, smelts, flounders, sea bass, all WANTED A trustworthy gentleman
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
church Monday night, the following of- fine fresh stock on Thursday mornor lady lu each county to manage
ficers of the B. P. Y. U. were elected ing's express. We also offer choice
business for an old established house
for the coming year: Miss Ida John- - smoked salmon, smoked halibut. Fin- of solid financial standing.
A
son, president; Robert Flaws, vice nan hadd'es. small lunch herring,
straight, bona fide weekly salary of
president; Miss Edna Manwarin, re-- ! Ocorge'a codfish, flaked halibut In
$18 paid by check each Wednesday
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & CO.
cording secretary; J. V. Money, corre- packages, Miichner herring, Norway
with all expenses direct from
'
!.'
sponding secretary, and Miss Emma mackerel, etc. We make a specialty
Money advanced for exof extra fancy dressed chickens. SAN
Stevenson, treasurer.
penses. Manager, 350 Caxton bldg.,
JOSE MARKET.
Chicago.
A Cold Wave.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
The forecast of sudden changes In
FOR CHRISTMAS.
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
the weather serves notice that a hoarse
HOLLY, MISTLETOE, FLOWERexperience In one month than shops
voice and a heavy cough may Invade ING PLANTS. PALMS. FERNS. XMAS
In one year. Abundance of practice,
the sanctity of health in your home. WREATHS, AND .THE CHOICEST
quuliOed teachers, tools presented,
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
Cautious people have a bottle of One CUT FLOWERS. BYRON H. IVES,
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
Minute Cough Cure always at hand. FLORIST.
and positions when competent. Quick
E. H. Wise, Madison, Ga., writes: "I
and practical method. Our system Is
Holy wreaths, loose holly and wild
am indebted to One Minute Cough
Leather Rugs, Moccasins and Other Desirable Articles
well known. Established In 1893.
Cure for my present good health, and tmilax, plenty of it. Delaney's.
New
in
Branches
Louis,
Orleans,
St.
of Home Manufacture for CHRISTMAS Presents ! .'
probably my life." It cures coughs, r
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
A
Spirit
of
,
Benevolence.
ra
colds, LaGrlppe, bronchitis, pneumonia
There Is nothing to. compare with a ' If you want to be a barber write,
and all throat and lung troubles. One
'Moler System Barber College RepMinute Cough Cure cuts the phlegm, spirit of benevolence and when a nier- -resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
manifests
spirit
is
no
chant
this
there
draws out the inflammation, heals and
wov
cma
town
in
snouui
soothes the mucous membranes and "B8n
ALBUQUERQUE
FOR SALE.
strengthens the lungs. J. H. O Rielly not be made naDPy at Christmas time
Mr. Newcomer is going to make this FOR SALE Desirable corner lot, Coal
& Co. B. H. Briggs & Co.
possible by offering a 1Q per cent disand Arno; new brick, seven rooms,
O
'..''
count on every pound or half pound of
BOTH ARE INSURED.
modern conveniences; steel and gas
MANUFACTURERS OF
Urn..'
candy ordered or swld-froranges,
December
combination fixtures and
And if Richardson and Harle are Shot 18 to December 26.
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts, . "
shades to remain. H. T. Bogh, care
.
the Insurance Company Must Pay
water office.
ana
More
uince
the Policies.
If you want pure candies for your FOR SALE Complete job printing
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order. "
'
"If Richardson, the New. York Life Christmas presents go to Delaney's.
and newspaper plant; material In v
Mail Orders Solicited. '
'"J"Insurance swindler, and Dr. Harle, his They have it in any quantity and all
good opportunity
good condition;
accomplice, are extradited to Mexico prices.
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
'.
now to establish plant on one of the
and condemned to be shot, it will be a
new railroads in tne territory. Adjoke on the company," laughed a life
Mrs. Rosa Berry has secured a lease
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,
insurance man this morning, says the on the Grant ball, on West Railroad
N. M.
avenue, where, on every Thursday FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
El Paso Herald.
night,
When asked where the Joke was he
she will give her class and
-rof old papers, good for wrapping
-"
replied: "Dr. Harle carries $5,000 in social dance. The hall Is for rent the
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citl-sen- ,
surance with the company and Rich- other nights, so see Mrs. Berry.
Albuquerque. N. M.
o
ardson $10,000 and that would have
(Incorporated) ,
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
to be paid, sure. These policies are
hundred, at the Citizen otflce.
.MM
O
You know and Everybody else
straight, and would have to be paid."
Dr. Harle seems to have gone back O knows that our stock of black O
FOR RENT.
WHOLESALE
GROCERS,
on his statement that he was willing Ct silks Is beyond comparison. Our O
The Grant hall on West
to go to Mexico for trial, and things O prices do all the talking. LION O FOR RENTavenue
Railroad
for dances and ennow Indicate that be will resist as long O STORE.
0 tertainments.
Inquire of Mrs., Rosa
Wool, Hides,
00OO00OOQ
as he can.
Berry, 208 West Lead avenue.
There Is talk of Richardson's pleadFOR RENT Four room brick cottagi
are the best
We handle
ing guilty to some at least .of the BTENT case oysterlarge
with bath and electric lights, $17 per
points and
Houma seK. C. Baking Powder, .
charges against him to try to avoid exmonth. Water furnished. H. H. Til-tolects the only pure food oysters, full
raavajo oianxeis,
tradition.
3
room 20, Grant block.
measure solid oyster meats guaranCurtice
Canned Goods,
There are quite a number of people
centrally
. 1
located;
by the SAN JOSE FOR RENT Barn,
only
Sold
tied.
In the city who believe that Mason is
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
large enough for two horses, cow
MARKET.
hypnotized by Richardson.
and buggy. Inquire at The Citizen
It has developed that the New York
Houses at .. .
SAN JOSE MARKET meats are the
office.
Life Insurance company not only got best.
u m
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M, EAST LAS
elegantly
furnished
An
FOR RENT
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR- front room, south exposure," with
privilege of bath, and with alcove.
I ETA,
.
N. M.
Inquire at No. 315 West Lead ave'
nue.
V
THIRD STREET '
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath, at 616 North Second street.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.60 to $5 per week with baths.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
street, Sltong block.
On

I

Tested

:

Most Annrnnmfp Ymac Hift

i

If constipated,

Ayer's

.

L. B. PUTNEY,

-

f utrelle

Furniture Co.

WHOLESALE GROCER.

1

West End, Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Cold Avenue

Frank Tomei & Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town W. ich employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firm
of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gend
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction
or no sale.
guar-antea-

iMeiMitMnna

i FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
..$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pe- ka

officer's and directors:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
-AB. McMillan

-

.
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Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers

bead-quarter-

-
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Planing Hill Co.,
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m

'

nxtures.

"
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A

Beautiful Picture
Given Away

To every cash customer who
purchases a dollar or more; and
you do not pay more, for we sell
our goods as cheap as the cheapestquality or quality
if not a little cheaper.
con-sider-

flaynardy

'

v

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

HONEY TO LOAN

father. It's the same
old Sarsaparilla tocjay.

FABER,

ed

the Jeweler
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KELLfiCO.
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0000000000

Pelts
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Uur bpecial...

Meat Market

Christmas Offer

Still a Growing

A.i

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novelties at factory prices. Money refunded it not satisfactory. Send for lllus-tritecatalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
New York city.

kind,

sail

STEAM SAUSAGE

RICIS

fACTtJT.

d

Atomizers filled with Opera
Bouquet Extract; very fine and
very pretty; $1.00.
Also High Class Perfumes in
fancy bottles and boxes from 25c
to $10.00.

Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10.000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do to we axe
offering the very best grades of coffee on the carict at 40 cents per
round. Wo are sole agents for CHASE A 8ANB0RN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club Koubo We also have a full line of blended coffees
U prices t0 iuit trom 20 cents op. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most cf the 40 and 45 eent grades offered bj the trades.
s to teas. Everyone knows that
the very best to be bad
In the territory.

kp

A. J. 1V1AL0Y, 214

-

ADVERTISE

III

TIE

W. Railroad Ave

DAILY

CITIZEN

I

0000000000000000000

Nothing will le more appreel- - 0
O
O ated by your wife or girl than one O
0 of those beautiful black dress pat- - O
O terns. Prices to suit your purse. O
LION STORE.
O
O

J. H. O'Rielly & Co. I
PRESCRIPTION DRUGCISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216
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N. THIBD BTEIKT

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiiE, Proprietors

If you do not buy much soap at a
time you buy often and it amounts to 5
a considerable item In a year. See
that you get a full sized cake of soap
that will do good work. Lenox Soap
cakes have the size and no soap will
do more work.
.. 4

Open all day Sunday at Wolfe's

BnitlSG.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
A DOMESTIC WIN44 o COGNAC.
.
.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Cigars
a
Domestle
and
Imported
Best
aio
cmoucrtxcmceeac-- . --

riNC6T WHISKIES. IMPORTED
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OF FRAIL WIFE.

Huaband and Elope With
th Advance Agent.
One of those dramas that are always
features of real life, oocured In this
city (he early part of the week, says
the Las Vepas Record. Of course. It
Is the old, Oiu story of the confiding
husband, the faithless wife and the
false friend. These go to make up the
cast of every drama of any merit, but
for downright heartlessness and ingratitude, this drrama excels.
Last Sunday J. R. V. Silver, the
hypnotist, placed his wife on the train
at Trinidad, and with many a fond
farewell, started her on her Journey to
this city. Intending to follow her in
time to open their engagement here.
Little did he think that he was looking on her for the last time In many
moons, or tnat she was playing the
part of a faithless wife. She reached
here Sunday evening and was met by
the advance man, A. Frank Pealsay,
and taken to the Central hotel, to
which hostelery they had all the baggage, consisting of nine pieces, removed, Monday night, taking Mr.
baggage and their own, they
Ixianled the train for San Francisco
without notifying anyone of their
destination.
When the husband arrived Tuesday,
e
he found wife, advance man and
gone, leaving him stranded here,
without a cent In the world and without a change of chothing.
The Silvers have been married
nine years and have one child living
In New York, but this In the first Inti
mation the husband has had of the
faithlessness of his walfe.
A. Frank Pearsay was the only son
of a wealthy father In Pittsburg, but
was to wild In h!s youth that his
father threatened to send him to the
reform school, but. Anally, allowed him
to go cut with Mr. Silver as advance
mac, which position he has held for
ten consecutive years. However, his
fat.rr died recently, leaving him
$12.!t0 In cash and bonds and he used
this to tempt the wife of his benefactor cway. His attorneys sent him
mci::y In this city and he uted It to
buy a passage to San Francisco for
hln.self and the Infatuated woman,
She certainly did not go with him on
account of his beauty, for he is about
a homely a man as one could find
but his prospects were so much better
than her husband's that she took the
bait. She also took about everything
else In sight. Including contracts for
thiity-twweeks work, leaving her
husband of nine years ago to hustle for
himself.
Mr. Silver has the sympathy of the
community la bis trouble and we trust
ne will be able to extricate himself
without serious loss, as he appears to
be a refined gentleman. His faithless
wife was twenty-seve- n
years of age
yesterday, and he was In receipt of
letter from home congratulating them
on the event.
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Foil a DeaJly Attack.

"My wife was so ill

that

good physic

ians were unable to help her," writes

M. M. AuBtln, of Winchester, Ind., "but
was completely cured by Dr. King'

New Life Pills." They work wonders
in stomach and liver troubles. Cure
constipation, sick headache. 25c at all
druggists.
A

Two Theft

UNIQUE CASE.

of a Watch and 8tud Paid
a Legitimate Bill.
A nnlque case was called at Roswell
on Saturday when Sheriff Higgins sold
to the highest bidder a One gold watch
and a diamond stud. Several years ago
a man named Robert Dillsworth was a
well known man about town in Ros
well and was taken sick. Dr. Sklpwlth
was employed to treat him. After he
recovered he left town and went
to Texas without settling the physic
tan's bill of $93.
Xast fall, during the falr.Dillsworth
Tettirned and one day reported that
his gold watch and diamond stud had
'been stolen from h!m.
The officers located the thief in one
Chas. Roush and found the stud con
eealed in his mouth and later located
the watch.
Roush was bound over to the grand
Jury and the watch and stud were held
as evidence. Roush was indicted at
the recent term of court, pleaded gull
ty and is now in the penitentiary.
i
Dr. Skipwith then attached the stud
and watch to satisfy his bill.
Last week a man appeared from
Texas with an order for the watch and
stud from D'lUworth, who claimed that
relther belonged to him, but that he
had sto.en them and wanted to return
them to the rightful owner. In spite of
this. th? goods were fold and were
VmcUdd by Dr. Sklpwlth for $38.

If you are looking for

REAL
ESTATE

suitable present

COLUMN

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Mone;r to Loan on uooo Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

Interest

Give Warning of Approach of Hore
Serious Trouble.
Do you experience fits of depression with restlessness, alternating
with extreme, irritability, bordering upon hysteria? Are your spirits
easily affected so that one minute you laugh, and the next fill into convulsive weqping?
1)q you feel something like a ball rising in your throat and threatening to choke you; all the senses perverted, morbidly sensitive to light
and sound ; pain in the ovaries, and especially between the shoulders ;
sometimes loss of voi.?e; nervous dyspepsia, and almost continually
cross and snappy, with a tecdency to cry at the least provocation ?
If so, your nerves are in a shattered condition, and you are threatened with nervous prostration.
Undoubtedly you do not know it, but in nine cases out of ten this is
caused by some uterine disorder, and the nerves centering in and about the
organs which make you a woman influence your entire nervous system.
Something must be done at once to restore their natural condition or
you will be prostrated for weeks and months perhaps, and Buffer untold
misery.
l'roof is monumental that nothing in the world is better for this
purpose than Lydia K. lMnkham's Vegetable Compound; thousands and thousands of women have written us so.

How firs. Holland, of Philadelphia, suffered
among the finest physicians In the country, none of
whom could help her finally cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

" Dear Mrs. Pinkham : For over two years I was a constant sufferer from extreme nervousness, indigestion, and dizziness. Menstruation
was irregular, had backache and a feeling of great lassitude and weakness. I was so bad that I was not able to do my own work or go far in
the street I could not sleep nights.
"I tried several splendid doctors, but they gave me no relief. After
taking Lydia 12. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I soon began to
feel better, and was able to go out and not feel as if I would fall at
every step. I continued to take the medicine until cured.
u I cannot say enough in behalf of Lydia E. Pinkham's medicine,
and heartily recommend all suffering women to try it and find the
relief I did." Mrs. Flouesc IIolland, C22 S. Clifton St, Philadelphia, Pa. (Jan. 6, 1902.)

Another case of severe female trouble cured by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a" r the
doctors had failed.
I was hi poor health for several years.
female trouble and was not able to do my housework alone. I
felt tired, vefy nervous, and could not sleep. I doctored with several
doctors. They doctored me for my stomach, but did not relieve mo.
I read in your book about your medicine, and thought I would try it.
I did so, and am now cured and able to do my work alone, and feel
good. I was always very poor, but now weigh one hundred and fifty
pounds.
u I thank you for the relief I have obtained, and I hope that every
woman troubled with female weakness will give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial I have recommended it to many of my
friends." Mrs. Maria Bowers, Millersville, Ohio. (Aug. 15, 1901.)
"Dkab Mrs. Pinkiiam:

I had

Will not the volumes of lettrrs from women made strong 1y
I.ydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound convince all of tho
Virtues of this medicine ?
How shall the foot that it will help them be made plain?
Surely you cannot wish to remain weak, and sick, and dlscorrr
aged, exhausted with each day's work. You have some derange
ment of the feminine organism, and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound will help you Just as surely as It baa other.
mendous freshet had a deterrent effect
purchasers of lands,
on many would-band the company decided to remove
this only objection to its system and
f
put up a structure that would be
They seand almost
cured the services about a year ago of
Thomas T. Johnston, of Chicago, one
of the most eminent hydraulic engi
Mr. Johnston
neers in the country.
was tho engineer employed by Chicago
some years ago to construct the
Beaver Trap dam at Lockport, 111.,
which controls the water in the Chicago drainage canal and is capable of
handling 600,00" cubic feet ot water a
minute, being one of the greatest hydraulic achievements of the age.
Mr. Johnston has for his assistants
here two expert engineers from Jollet.
111.
E. H. Allen and B. J. Campbell
and they are so conducting the work
that the new flume will be ready for
service in time Tor the opening cf the
Irrigation season next spring.
The length of the new structure will
be C00 feet and its height above the
bed of the Pecos river, across which it
carries the water of the irrigating
is
canal, will be sixty feet. The
placed at 150,000.
e

flood-proo-

time-proof-
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The Mutual Building association of
Albuquerque is managed at a very
small expense. The stockholders and
borrowers thereby deriving the special
beneflts taat most loan associations
pay to their officers and solicitors.
Buy some stock
In the series
begun in October, take out a loaa and
own yor home- - by making small
monthly payments, instead of paying
rent. A. E. Walker, secretary,
o

If your want a soap that wilt lather
freely in hard water get soma- Lenox
Soap- from your grocer. There is ne
better-sar2
water soap made.
-

o

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished houne and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on 8outh
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT 4 room brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modem improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.
FOR SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
and
in every respect; 8
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluber system, on corner.
Price,
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, sear shops; lots 69x142
feet. Price, $1400.
FOR SALE Ceraer lot, 50x100 feet,
Hazeldlne avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 4 lets corner Lead avenue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick house, 2 lots
60x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain',
FOR SALE Lodging bouse 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE: 25 acres on Norta Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
brick house,
Fourth ward,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
frame house, 2 lots 60x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on Installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE1 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
brick house and
FOR SALE
bath room; good stable, chicken
' house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
FOR SALE1 Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine 6 room brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of an kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good bouse aad stable. The place
is In a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid'
vale property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging' house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine bouse of 7 rooms.
with iath room, tarnished; In Highland; splesdid location; trees, stable, lawn, ee. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50., balance on Installments
by the mouth, at per cent interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms and bath mom; electric lights,
ami all rasdern Improvements, In a
fine locatbtm Price, o.&00.
FOR S.LE The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 Iota,
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
PrU-e- ,

$250.

Acorn base burners. The world's FOR SALE ftJEXM), house and lot on
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Third street, between TIJeras road
and Marquettu avenue; good locayour
it
ana
have
Briti in
tinware
tion for business.
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, oa West Copper avenue, good
brie uouse, with all modern im
It costs yeu less per month, oa mon
provements and will be sold cheap,
ey borrowed from the Mutual Building
urltk house near
association, of Albuquerque, for the FOR SALE
shops, with good stable and other lm
same time of loan, than from aay oth
provements, on a corner; will be sold
er loan association. It is a good asso
at a bargain.
Officers
ciation to borrow from.
and
directors: H. Brockraeier, J. FOR SALE Fine brick house near
r. Pearce. F. McKee, A. E. Walker, corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with S lots. Price, $2,400.
E. L. Medler, J. S. Beaven. B. A. Sley- FOR SALE i room frame house oa
ster, W. O. Hope and W. E. Roger.
CHAMBERLAIN'S
North Fifth street; $1,000; good
AND LIVER TABLETS.
STOMACH
Th Pride of Heroe.
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al
Many soldiers in the last war wrote Try them
company.
buquerque Hardware
FOR SALE Some fine corner lota on
for scratches, bruises, cuts,
O say
When you fell dull after eating.
West Coal avenue; also some good
ven
a
and
is
heater
The
stiff
Peniasular
wounds, corns, sore feet and
When you have no appetite.
for sale.
ranches
Company.
Whitney
When you have a bad taste In the tilator.
Joints, Lurklen's Arnica Salve Is the
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
burns,
for
world.
Same
in
t'ie
mouth.
best
ing house in a good location and cenWe ar sola agents for Wbeeler &
When your liver Is torpid.
scalds. bMls, ulcers, skin eruptions
Wiison sewing machines. ilbert Fa
trally situated, near depot and shops.
Only
pay.
When your bowels are constipated ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
and piles. It cures or no
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
When you have a headache.
25c at all druggistB.
avenue and Seventh street.
coppei
Tin,
and
iron
caivanneo
you
bilious.
feel
When
FO'it SALE
brick house; lot
compa
Hardware
Albuquerque
IMPROVE DITCH.
work.
They will improve your appetite,
50x142 feet; $1,500.
and invigorate your stomach
FOR SALE
house. North Sec6trne Aqueduct to Take Place of Old cleanse
and regulate your liver and bowels.
The Lenox Soap Is a good honest
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
Wcoden Flume in New Mexico.
druggists.
soap from the Ivorydale factories FOR SALE Brick house,
with
The old wooden flume of the Pecos For sale by all
H. T. Mclntyre, St. Paul. Minn., who where Ivory Soap Is made. Your gro
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
Irrigation company, a huge structure
troubled with a disordered cer keeps it.
FOR SALE 4room frame house on
that has been in use tor twelve years, baa been says:
"Chamberlain's Stom
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
is now being replaced by one of stone stomach,
Mutual
$1,000.00
more
borrowed
from
the
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
and cem nt which will be. when com- ach and Liver Tablets do me
association of Albuquerque
brick house and stable, modern Impleted, one of the most perfect of the good than anything I have ever taken." Building
costs you only 113.35 per month. A. E.
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
kind ever erected in the United States, For sale by all druggists.
Walker, secrtary.
o
writing from
ays a correspondent
wind mill and tank; will be sold
&
Co,
L.
Brackett
W.
cheap.
Carlsbad.
every known make
for
Orders
taken
Although the old flume was In per- the new blacksmiths on Copper ave of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
and Third streets,
Good location; cheap.
fect condition so far as constant care nue, between Secondnew
rubber tiring Hardware eom"ny.
could keep It, still the fact that there have received a
Ko tuberculosis nreservallne or col
was a slight possibility of its going out machine and guarantee their work.
orlng la Matthews' Jersey milk
ome day under the force of a tre-- They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
st
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E. H. DUNBAR.
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something that will be appreciated something
cha acteristic of the country something "INDIAN' you will
have no trouble in finding just what you want in our store.
to send East
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positively have the largest and best selected stock of
Indian Goods in the World
WE ARE MAKING AN ESPECIALLY LOW PRICE
ON NAVAJO BLANKETS AND DRAWN WORK

--The Hyde

Exploring Expedition
OPPOSITE ALVARADO
HOTEL

205 S.

First Street
E3

The following are some of the many

CHRISTHAS

PRESENTS
to be had at the

No.

Name Store, and

THE PRICES ARE RI HT
Leather and Celluloid Goods
Toy Wheelbarrows
Beautiful Pictures
Hocking Horses
Games of all Sorts
Fancy Stationery

ts
Doll Buggies and
lion Wagons
Wooden Wagons
Go-Car-

Dolls

Medallions
Fancy China

and other goods too numerous to
mention all at bargain prices
COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES

NO NAME STORE
Ralph Springer, Prop.

116 West Gold Ave

1
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JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.
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LEMP'S FAMOUS BEERS
0

Kt Bachechi & Giomi's,

61EASNER

Ho iday

109 South First street,
e

Goods, a supply most complete,

VlClt.

E. C. Dunlap, who is associated with

Always the best and cheapest that market affords;

sny

1- -2

the promotion of the proposed Cochltl
district railroad,, left for Bland this
morning.
Dr. J. B. Cutter, chief surgeon at the
Santa Fe Pacific hospital, had his buggy smashed up yesterday while out
driving.
He collided with another
r'g.
Thad Van Horn, traveling and
Islfreight agent for the El Paso-Rocand route. In the southwest, passed
through the city this morning en route
to Las Vegas. He will return to Albuquerque tonight.
Conductor C. J. Artholeny, who was
injured near Thornton some weeks
ago and has since been cared for at
the local hospital, was taken to Las
Vegas this morning. His chances for
recovery are excellent.
The Wells. Fargo Express company
are figuring upon tbe erection of a
large brick building for the accommodation of their increasing business In
Alamogordo. The building will be
a modern style structure and will cost
about $5,000. Thus Alamogordo goes
and grows merrily on to a better and
greater Alamogordo.
M. R. Williams, superintendent
of
bridges and building between here and
Raton, who has been spending tome
time In the city with his son who is
sick with typhoid fever at the Santa
Fe Pacific hospital, returned to his
home at Las Vegas yesterday. Hit
sen, who is storekeeper at Needles,
was brought here some weeks 'ago.
He U much improved.

Pure as the nectar and fit for the gods,
Plenty for country, city and plain,

scceii St.
Albiqoerfie

Young1, old and married, cripple and lame.
DEVOE'S

READY-MIXE-

PAIN

D

Now, when you are in need of goods in o ir line,

One Gallon covert uu Square Feet
TWO COAT8

k

Enter our salesrooms, filled with liquors tine,
Aine that will cause you to feel young as of yoiv,
Young as the youngest, though your hair is hoar.
Everything that you wish, for home, lanch oi bar

Are here, awaiting jour order, down

to a cigar.

Remember the name, location and number.
,

see the Good.
Single buggy harnete $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harnete, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Bratt Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boyt' taddlet, $3.50 to $7.50.

And we wish you
A Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year a regular hummer.

See the Price.

Special attention given to Family-OrdersFree Delivery.

a

Leather, Lap Robee, Whlpt, Horte
Blankett, etc, etc

.

1

Don't be imposed upon by taking
substitutes offered for Foley'a Honey
and Tar. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Bachechi & Giomi

Tlios. F Kelelier
Mbuquerque

attempt to wreck a
A dastardly
Texas & Pacific passenger train In a
lonely cut near Barstow was thwarted
by the timely arrival of a track walker, says the El Paso Timet. Two
demons with pick and crowbar were
discovered in their murderous work of
tearing up the track only a short time
before the Texas ft Pacific passenger,
with its precious load of tome ninety-fiv- e
people, came tearing around a
curve, where this awful trap of death
had been laid.

406 Railroad Ave

NEW TELEPHONE No. 265

l. A. SKINNER
Dealer in

109

Staple and

South First Street.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
N. M.
. ALBUQUERQUE,

AGENTS FOR

SIMON BALLING,

A kidney or bladder trouble can always be cured by using Foley's Kidney
Cure In tirao. Alvarado Pharmacy u
o

MOUNT VERNON PURE RYE

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedcnng : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
07 S. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.

M.

JOE RICHARDS,

West Railroad Avenue.

VfvWfVWVfvfvWvfvwSw
HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA

FE, N. M

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN-

Railroad Speculation Involving $23,000
Now in Court.
Suit has leen brought in the supreme court of Kings county, New
York, by A. N. Rldgley against Talbot
of James R. Keene
J. Taylor,
for a brokerage balance of $23,000. It
is alleged by the plaintiff that he acquired 1,000 shares of Southern Pacific
stock at 60, for which he posted $10,000
on margin. He alleges that his order
to sell at 73 was not carried out by the
firm, and, therefore, sues for $13,000
profit and $10,000 margins.
It Is said that the suit grew out of
the famous Southern Pacific pool,
which was supposed to be managed by
James R. Keene. Ridgley, who runs
an information bureau, obtained an interest from Tallot J. Taylor & Co. to
the extent of 1,000 shares, and on the
strength of bis connection with the
pool, was prominent in giving tips
that the stock would sell at par. The
stock did not sell at par, and be and
his associates are supposed to have
lost money. It seems, however, that
one of the terms of the contract of the
pool was that It should be managed by
J. R. Keene, and that he should have
the telling and buying of the stock.
When the order was given, therefore,
to sell the stock controlled by Mr.
Keene, as the pool manager, it was not
executed.
son-in-la-

CIGARS
li iM

8UIT FOR WINNINGS.

7.

i

-

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owne

BKxeOtveXOfXfXo
Railroad Time Tables

Pa

COUGHS AND COLDS IN CHILDREN

Recommendation of a Well Known
Chicago Physician.
I use ard prescribe Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy Per almost all obstinate
constricted coughs, with direct results.
I preset ibe It to children of all ages.
Am glad to recommend it to all in
need and seeking relief from colds
and coughs and bronchial afflictions.
and sa'e in the hands
It is
of the most unprofessional. A universal panacea for all mankind. Mrs.
Mary R. Meier dy, M. D. Ph. D., Chicago, 111. This remedy is for sale by
all druggists.
c

(In Effect Nov.

1, 1902.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express. .10: 05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited .... 10 : 60 a.m
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m
LEAVES GOINO SOUTH.
11:00pm
No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
11:45 p.m
No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. 8, Cbirago Express
6:45 p.m
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No, 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. " from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going aouth,
i carries passengers.
V.U MYERS, Agent

NO AGREEMENT REACHED.

Engineers on Santa Fe Coast Line Still
Conferring With Officials.
A telegram from Los Angeles says:
C. R. Cramer, of Albuquerque, is chairman of the committee of six banta Fe
rail' cai engineers who are at Los Angeles to talk higher wages with Third

CONSUflPTION
the most dreaded and deadly of all dl
as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
by
cured
Ackers English Remedy "the

ing of all couh cures." Cures coughs
and colda In a lay 25 cents. Your
money back if (saatlsfled. Write tor
free sample. W. H. Hooker ft Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. 1L O'Rielly ft Co., and
B. H. Briggt ft Co.

Mr. Ken-dric-k
Vice President Kendrick.
came from Chicago for the purpose. Wages already have been raised
for employes on the Santa Fe lines
Now the eneast of Albuquerque.
gineers, firemen and trainmen of the
line west from the New Mexico division point demand a like increase.
The conference with the engineers is
being held In the Santa Fe offices in
the Conservative Life building at Los
Angeles. No conclusion has been
reached. The engineers ask for a general readjustment of wage scales with
increases that will amount, it is
thought, to about 15 per cent over the
present scale. Neither side to the conference anticipates that there will be
any trouble as a result of a demand for
more pay, but expect that a basis of
agreement will be reached.
The conferences are not entirely for
the purpose of discussing the higher
wages demanded, but are the annual
meetings of officials and representatives of the employes that are held for
adjustment of any differences that
exist.

Coughs, Colds, and Constipation.
Few people realize when taking
cough medicine other than Foley's
Honey and Tar, that they contain
opiates which are constipating besides
being unsafe, particularly for children.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates, is safe and sure and will not
constipate, Alvarado Pharmacy.
FRAUDULENT TICKETS.
The Santa Fe Will Lose $200,000 by
the Allardt Gang.
It is stated that the Santa Fe railway has been caught for considerable
losses by the Allardt gang of ticket
swindlers in Chicago, which was recently raided by the authorities, and
whose members are now headed for
the penitentiary.
of
The fraudulent manipulation
Santa Fe tickets has recently been discovered by the auditing department of
the Santa Fe road, and it is said that
most of the tickets turned up on the
western part of the line.
There is to be a meeting of the auditing officials of the Santa Fe in Denver tomorrow, and it is possible that
the question of ticket frauds will be
discussed. Ticket Auditor Mitchell,
Auditor of Disbursements I. S. Lauch
and Freight Auditor Healy will meet
General Auditor Whitehead in Denver,
where the conference will take place.
The frauds which were practiced on
the Santa Fe are said to le remarkably
ingenious pieces of manipulation.
Two tickets are in possession of the
officials that have been raised in date
The tickets were
Just one year.
punched with a perforated date, the
figures fully half an inch high. The
With a composidate was
tion the perforation for the figures
"01" were effaced, tbe plugged spaces
"

being colored the same as the ticket,
and the figure "2" was perforated in
place of "1." The tickets were honored first on the Erie railroad, the
holders traveling on them to thla city.
A large number of changed
tickets
for a tVip over a great many miles of
the road have been discovered. These
were sent out by the Chicago gang,
whose operations are estimated to
have cost the railroads of the country
not less than $200,000.
.Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu
lous affections. At all times a match'
less system tonic purifier. Money re
funded If you are not satisfied. 60c
and $1. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co. and B.
H. Brlggs ft Co.
.

SANTA FE

OBJECT.

Combines With Southern Pacific to
Get U. 8. Army Business.
The Southern Pacific and Santa Fe
managements are preparing to put up
the strongest kind of a fight against
the awarding to the Boston Steamship
company of the contract for army
transportation across the Pacific. The
Boston company's bid has been under
consideration by the secretary of war
for some time. Tbe Boston company's
ehlpa tall from Seattle, and James J.
Hill of the Great Northern and the
business men of Seattle have been doing everything in their power to secure
the diversion of traffic via Seattle. Mr.
Hill has gone to Washington to work
in the Interest of the Boston company,
but the representatives of the California lines hope to be able to defeat hit
plans.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Digests all classes of food, tones and
strengthens the stomach and digestive
organs. Cures dyspepsia. Indigestion,
stomach troubles and makes rich red
blood, health and strength. Kodol rebuilds wornout tissues, purifies, strengthens and sweetens the stomach. Gov.
G. W. Atkinson, of W. Va., says: I
have used a number of bottles of Kodol
and have found It to be a very effective
and. Indeed, a powerful remedy for
stomach ailments. I recommend it to
my friends. J. II. O'Rielly ft Co. B.
H. Brlggt ft Co.

OFFICIALS POISONED.
Southern Pacific Officials Have Narrow
Escape From Eating Canned
Goods.
A

NOTES.

Local No. 99, for the south, was held
several hours this morning on account
of shortage of motive power.
Passenger No. 27, due to leave here
last night at 11 olock for El Paso, did
not leave until about noon today.
Ray Hlvely, apprentice of the shops,
has left for his home in Newton, Kansas, where he will make an extended

if

WILLIAM

lie

RAILROAD

AGENTS FOR

party of Southern Pacific officials

who visited Dmiing Sunday had a
very unpleasant experience, having
been poisoned by canned goods which
tbey had eaten en route to Deming,
says the El Pasi Newt.
Dr. Swope, district physician and
surgeon of the Southern Pacific at
Deming, received a wire from Superintendent Sroufe to meet the train

when it arrived In Deming, saying
nothing about why he was wanted
When Dr. Swope met the train he
found every occupant of it suffering
ftom ptomaine poisoning.
All Sunday afternoon and night Dr,
Swope, with assistants, worked with
his distinguished patients and Monday morning when the train left for
the west he went along, some of the
officials not having yet recovered suf
ficiently to be discharged from his
care.
Dr. Swope went with the officials as
far as Tucson, and when he returned
to Deming on No. 8 he said all his
patients were out of danger, except
one, P. Shuty. superintendent of motive power. This official had his car
attached to the Golden State limited,
so that he could be carried with all
possible speed to his home in Lot
Angeles. Another of the officials, R.
H. Ingram, superintendent of the Los
Angeles division, accompanied
Mr.
Shuty.
There were nine officials of the road
In the party. They' were traveling in
a special train of five private cars
and were out on their annual inspection tour of the road and its branch
lines. They went down tbe Sonora
road last week and upon returning, it
Is said, they were detained at Nogalet
on a charge of violating the customs
laws.
The following were the members of
the party: James Alger, manager of
the Pacific system; R. 11. Ingram, su
perintendent of the Los Angeles division; J. 8. Noble, superintendent of
the Salt Lake division; W. S. Palmer.
superintendent of the western division; J. A. Naugle, general manager
of the Sonora road; C. C. Sroufe, superintendent of the Tucson division;
C. K. Clarke, resident engineer at
Tucson; P. Shuty, superintendent of
motive power; Thomas Fitzgerald, assistant superintendent of the SaltLake
division.

'The Santa Fe company is not to be
left behind in Improvements especially
In Its passenger service. That company has Just installed electric headlights on Its passenger engines on the
south division. These lights are run by
a small dynamo on top of the locomotive, which Is operated by steam direct from the boiler. The new headlights throw a stream of light about
a half mile, making the track In front
of the engine as plain as day. The
cab Is also equipped with sixteen candle power Incandescent lights, which
give much better service to the engineer and fireman than the old style signal oil lamps.
Saved at Grave's Brink.
"I know I would long ago have been
In my grave," writes Mrs. S. H. New-soof Decatur, Ala., "If It bad not
been for Electric Bitters. For three
ears I suffered untold agony from the
forma of Indigestion, waterbrash, stom- ch and bowel dyspepsia. But this excellent medicine did me a world of
good. Since using it I can cat heartily and have gained 25 pounds." For
Indigestion, loss of appetite, stomach,
liver and kidney troubles Electric Bitters are a postlve, guaranteed cure.
Only 50 cents at all druggists.

The Deming Herald says: On Saturday afternoon Dr. Swope, district surgeon of the Southern Pacific railroad,
was called to attend one Rosarlo
a Mexican who was found
east of Cambray, In Dona Ana county,
with both legs ground to a pulp below
the knee. Almendorei could give no
account of bow he bad been injured,
but from appearances a freight train
bad passed over him. ' He was removed to the Ladies' hospital, where, assisted by Drs. McLelland and Staid,
Dr. Swope amputated both of his legs,
one through h!s knee and one Just beNotwithstanding the man had
low.
laid out more than twelve hours In the
rain without food or shelter be recovered from the immediate effects of the
uouble amputation and now seems on
the rapid road to recovery, though
ranous
Boy't life taved from Mem.
his former stature Is lessened by two
Croup.
f.et.
C. W. Lynch, prominent citizen of
A Good Cough Medicine.
Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little
(From the Gazette, Toowoomba,
boy had a severe attack of membranr
ous croup, and only got relief after Australia.)
I find Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. He got
relief after one dose and I feel that It is an excellent medicine. I have been
saved the life of my boy." Refuse sub- suffering from a severe cough for the
last two months, and it has effected
stitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
a cure. I have great pleasure in
it. W. C. Wockner. This
The W. R. C. gives a grand masque
ball at Colombo hall, December 26. Is the opinion of one of our oldest and
Tickets 50c, at Whitson's music store. most respected residents, and has been
voluntarily given In good faith that
others may try the remedy and be
benefited, as was Mr. Wockner. This
OrlliJ mm U..IT
remedy is sold by all druggists.
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Which It BetterTry an Experiment
or Profit by an Albuquerque Citizen's Experience.
Something new is an experiment
Must be proved to be as represented.
The statement of a manufacturer ia
not convincing proof of merit.
But the endortement of frlendt is.
Now supposing you had a bad back,
A lame, weak or aching one,
Would you experiment on it?
You will read of many

curet

Endorsed by strangers from faraway places.
It's different when the endorsement
comes from home.
Easy to prove local testimony.
Home endorsement is the proof that
backs every box of Doan's Kidney
Pills.
Read this case:
W. R. Tripp, engineer at the Hotel
Alvarado, residence 511 South Broadway, tajs: "It backache had been my
only symptom of kidney trouble my
case would probably have been very
simple, but when there wat added to it.
trouble with the kidney secretions the
complications did not respond to medicine as readily at I expected. About
once every year I had these attacka
and the use of Doan's Kidney Plllt
procured at the Alvarado Pharmacy tided me over one which was
only a successor of similar predecessors. For 'six months I have had Immunity from the annoyance and if '
Doan's Kidney Pills can be depended
upon to act as they did when they first
came to my notice, I know what to use
should an attack recur in the future.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburY., sole agents for the United States.
Remember tbe name Doan's and take
T7
no substitute.
n

Thomas E. Y"oung, Chicago; W. M.
Cooper, St Louis; M. O'Brien, Jr.,
Lewis Port, Toledo; W. R-- Adams, Detroit; William O. Boyer, Andrews, N.
M.; Frank McKane, Philadelphia; 8.
P. Barnes, New York; Mre. L. W. Davison, Joplin, Mo.; J. Weiss and family,
Pekln, Kan.; George Kirchner, A. H.
Smith, Paul, Neb.; George L. Patterson, Gallup; F. R. Church, Buffalo; B.
Savannah, San Francisco.
Alvarado.
J. C. Thompson and wife, A. P.
Doran, E. H. Davis, Chicago; A. W.
Wells, El Paso; Frederick Webb, Phoenix; A. Phelps, Birmingham, Ala.; J.
M. Lamaster, San Francisco; Simon
Sanders, Isidore Sanders, Trinidad;
S. R. Roemer, wife and boy, Toledo;
D. F. Davis, Topeka.
Hotel Highland.
Charles MacKinnon, Jamea Gorman,
Spokane, Wash.; H. A. Culmer and
wife, Chicago; L. A. Falret, El Paso.
Grand Central.

'

C. B. Cochran and wife. Olivet, Kan.;
W. J. Hanna, San Marcial; R. C. Jordan, Sutherland, Iowa; W. C. Allen,

Lamar.
Metropolitan.
Harry Foy, P. W. Duffy, Creede,
Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Jarvia, Las
Vegas.
Foley's Honey and Tar positively
curet all throat and lung diseases. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Get your holiday gifts at Mrs.
son's.
HOLIDAY

Wil-

RATES.

Topeka & Santa Fa
Railroad.
For the Christmas and New Year
holidays round trip tickets will be
sold via the Santa Fe to all points on
F.l Paso line Including El Paso and
La Junta and to all points on Rlncon-SilvCity branch. Rate, one fare foi
round trip with minimum selling rat
of 60 cents; dates of sale, Decembei
24, 25 and 31 and January 1, 1903; limit, continuous passage In each direction, going passage to commence data
of sale; final return limit on all tlcketa
Via

Atchison

er

January

2, 1903.

Holiday Ratea for Students and
Teachers On presentation of certificate of a proper officer of educational
institutions certifying that applicant
a regular student or teacher
with that institution and is going home for vacation, round trip tickets will be sold to all points on Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and connecting lines. Rate one fare for round trip
with minimum selling rate of $1, except to points east of Missouri river;
rale will be one fare to Missouri river
d
and fare and
east thereof for
round trip. Dates of sale, closing day
of school and day after but not earlier
than December 12 or later than December 20. Limits, continuous passage,
commencing date of sale; final returt
limit the day Institution reopens, but
in no case later than January 8, 1991
Kansas City and Return $32.50 via
Santa Fe Annual convention Nation-c- !
Live Stock association, Kansas City
January 13 to 16; rate one standard
fare plus $2 for round trip. Dates of
fcale, January 11 and 12, 1903. Limits,
going passage to commence date of
eale; return limit January 16, except
that by depositing ticket with Joint
agent not later than January 16, and
upon payment of a fee of 50 cents return limit will be extended to leave
Kansas City on January 31, 1903. Continuous passage In each direction.
Reduced Rate to Las Vegas New
Mexico Christian Endeavor Union, December 25 to 28. Rate, one fare for
round trip; date of sale December 24,
H'02; limits, continuous passage each
direction; return limit January 2, 1901
F. L. MYERS, Agent
1

onnected

one-thir-
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LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

18 190?

Fifty Years the Standard

X

Useful Presents

the actress.
and company passed through the city
this morning bound for San Francis-

Julia

Marlowe-Tabo-

r,

Wearables are highly
appreciated by the
Men Folks

co.

Appreciated Christ'
mas Gifts...
'

OTHER ARTICLES MAY PLEASE AS CHRISTMAS PRESENTS,
BUT NOTHING ELSE IS SO SURE TO BE APPKECIATED BY THE
RECEIVER AS A PAIR OF SHOES OR SLIPPERS. YOU WILL CERTAINLY BE REMEMBERED FOR YOUR GOOD JUDGMENT AS
LONG AS THEY ARE WORN. OUR STOCK OF HOLIDAY FOOTWEAR IS COMPLETE AND OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.
MEN'S FELT OR LEATHER SLIPPERS
MEN'S SHOES FOR DRESS OR WORK
WOMEN'8 FELT SLIPPERS
WOMEN'S KID SLIPPERS
WOMEN'S DRESS OR STREET SHOES
CHILDREN'S SHOES. LACE OR BUTTON
BOYS' SHOES. THE KIND THAT WEAR
CHILDREN'S RED FELT SLIPPERS

lljll

75
91.50
65
81.25

81.G5

85

...... 81.10
Q0

to

$1.75

8 4.00

$1.50
83.00
83.50
82.25
to 82.50
to 81.00

to
to
to

FOR THE CHRISTMAS FEAST
you will need something a little out
of the usual In grocer'.ea of the "fancy"
sortj We have laid In a great stock of
fruits and preserves in bottles; mince
meat of fine flavor; layer raisins, citron, currants; spices from "Araby the
blest;" prunes, olives and olive oil
everything to add zest and piquancy
to the Christmas dinner.

J. L. BELL & CO.
) CouCi Second

Nob. 118 and

n

.T1 Tt

rr

-r-
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:;FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON..
10

PER CENT DISCOUNT SALE
it

all

SHOES and

SLIPPERS
Price

the Lowest

Goods the Best

Leggings in Jerseys, Corduroy and
Canvass.

The Woman's Circle of the First
Baptist church met this afternoon with
313 South Arno
Mrs. John Carter,
street.
Miss Carrie Newell left this morning for the Navajo Indian reservation,
where she will visit R. B. Wright at
the Baptist mission.
The family of N. M. Rice left this
morning for a visit with friends at
Temple, Texas. They expect to remain
until after the holidays.
There is a fine display of high class
perfumes In fancy bottles and boxes
from 25 cents to $10, at the well known
drug store of J. H. O Rlelly & Co.
The muBicale to be given at the opening of St. Mary's new hall tonight,
promises to be a grand success. Some
of the best talent In the city will perform.
The carriage manufactory of Ortiz &
Co. shipped a buggy this morning to
Dr. Ostina, a prominent physician at
Monterey, Mexico. Albuquerque business cornea from far and wide.
Dr. J. R. Nesbeth and wife, of San
Marclal, arrived from Denver this
morning on delayed No. 7, and are
spending the day in the city. They
will continue their Journey home to
night.
Regardless of the severity of the
weather quite a large number of ladles
attended the afternoon tea given by
the ladles of the St. John's Guild at
the home of Mrs. W. J. Johnston yesterday.
Regular communication of Temple
lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M.. this evening at 8:30. Election of ofllcer8. Visiting brethren cordially Invited. By
order of the W. M. Robert Abraham,
secretary.
The Golden Rule dry goods store la
showing In their large front window a
number of stylish evening gowns that
are very good to look at. The colors
are modestly rich and arranged in a
manner giving a most striking effect.
The window dresser has shown excel
lent taste and ability In choice of col
ors.
Among the Christmas windows that
are attracting more or less attention
fiom the holiday shoppers are those
of Newcomer's stationery store. The
children especially are attracted there
in the afternoons by the appearance
of Santa Claus, who comes dally and
receives letters. He makes a hit every time.
The north window of the Lion store
to arranged for Christmas.
The goods
displayed are not fictitious to create
an effect, but are pretty, serviceable
fabrics in worsteds and woolens, In
neat and tasty colors, adapted ,for
winter wear. Henry Meyers, the window decorator, has used good judg
ment in his efforts to please the'
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Just a few of the many articles fcund here that
will be accepted with d ight.

Bath and Lounging

Neckwear
All the latest
In every conceivable color and
Four-ln-Hand-

s

pattern, including the new narreversible In solid
row
red, blue or black Bows, Tecks,
Strings and
Puita ALL at
25 nd up.
h

Smokinjr Jackets
If there is anything a ma
likes it's a Smoking Jacket
there's real solid comfort there
we have them from
$5.00 and up ,
made In many different colors,:
6olids and plaids no trouble
to get the right size.

flvjardiei!

Hfelissi Hsncrs World's Fair. a
Highest Tosis U, 8, fiov't Chaniisfs

Handkercheifs
Hemstitched
Linen
Plain
to $1.00
Fancy Linen with wreath
I orders,
Plain silk white, yellow or
red from 50 UP- -

15

Something New.
Aid society of the Cm
gregational church will take posses
accomcomplete
your
gift
To make
we store of "Hawley b on the
pany It with a box of Gunther'a candy. sion of on Saturday, December 20,
corner"
Sole agent, NEWCOMER.
and from 7 o'clock In the morning
Patent case oysters. SAN JOSE until 10 o'clock at night will make
things hum. The business of the day
MARKET.
will be for the benefit of the society.
Work guaranteed at WoTfe'a photo- With plenty of goods and lots of ac
graph gallery. Visitors entertained.
commodating clerks we will beat the
record.
Dressed turkeys, ducks and
SAN JOSE MARKET.

The Ladlea'

35.

Robes
A handsome line in Turkish
Towllng and Eiderdown all exclusive in color and design
many a direct importation from
the far east Price range from
$4.50 and up.

Suspenders
We have purchased a sample
line of Holiday Suspenders-bou- ght
them cheap and will give
you the benefit thereof they
usually sell at $1.25 to $2.50
from now until they're gone at

90

and

$1.25

silk sterling
buckles
all
beautiful patterns no two alike

Mufflers
style
Silks In the new
In fancy colore and black,
fron 50 UP- p

$1.50tnera

.SIMON
STERN..
The R. R. Ave. Clothier.

o

BEFORE
SELECTING
HOLIDAY

GIFTS
CALL

AND EXAMINE

OUR STOCK OF

Stray.
A dun horse branded on the left hip
haa been taken up by Policeman J. I.
Salazar. Owner can get him by paying
for feed used and for this advertise
ment.

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE.

GENTLEMENI
Call and examine our new fall 3am
plea 2300 patterns to select from
Our tailoring la unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer.
Nettleton Tailoring. Agency. 215 8.
Second Street.

Before purchasing that Christmas present, call and see our
nice line of......
i

Watches
Jewelry and

0. W.

STRONG

& SONS,

Undertakers

Novelties
Dr. F. A. Jones, the mining expert
of this city, wife and son, Frank, leave
Opposlt Postoffice
on the evening train for the north.
Embalmers
Mrs. Jones and son will visit during
224 SOUTH SECOND
STREET.
WILL
PRICES
OUR
20 Years' Experience In this City
the holidays in Kansas City. Dr. Jones
will accompany them as far as La
YOU.
SUIT
unta on his way to Denver to confer
North Second 8L
of
director
CITY NEWS.
MONEY TO LOAN.
Ward,
field
with Dr. W. S.
BOTH PHONE3.
On diamonds, watcnea, etc.. or any the World's
fair exposition at St.
goods Louis, concerning matters pertaining
Boys- - shoes a big assortment at M. food security; also household
me;
atrlctly
confidential.
with
stored
MauJel.'s
paid for household to the exposition.
' Look Into KJeic wort's market on Highest cash price 'phone
120.
Automatic
119 West Gold Avenue.
D. 3.. Oental Sur
W. V. Wolvin,
Nona Third street He bas the nicest foods.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. geon banta Fe Pacific Railroad, Giant
tres"! me.ts in the city.
ors we are
lock. Bote. puonea.
iii sievc.au drawn
MONUMENTS.
showing a big assortment. Albert
jaahle
work
stone
All
kinds
and
of
We have Just received some flue full
SOS Railroad avenue.
moderate. Shop and yard cor cream bricK cneese.
we amo crrj
bliirsis make the most useful Prices
oer Fifth atreet and Railroad avenue fine Swiss cheese and imported alls.
Christmas tift and are sure to be apH. Q. MAURINO.
Bachechl & Gloml.
Wo have them for men,
preciated.
o
Biggest
Lowest Price and
Stock.
women and rhllJren, either in felt or The
On diamonds, watches or any good
SAN JOSE MAR- Fresh lobsters.
s
Easiest Terms.
leather. Also ft full line of wool
seourity.
Great bargains in watchea
Everything to furnish the house, KET.
end leggings. C. May's Popof every description.
up
and
$3.50
wool
blankets
California
Rail208
West
ular Pi Iced Sioe Store,
A. H. YANOW
Dance tonight at Odd Fellows hall,
Cotton comforters $1.50 and up. Goose
road aveane.
o
209 South Second street, a few doors
Cooand duck pillows, per pair, $3.00.
Send your friend a box of Affidavit
St. Mary's" New Hall
north of postoffice.
ler seat rockers $2.50 and up. Cane cigars
for a Christmas present.
Will be opened December 18 with an seat rockers $1.50 and up.
Leather
4.
entertainment that everyone will en seat rockers $3.00 and up. Iron and
MAR
sausage.
JOSE
SAN
Farm
Joy. The best musical and specialty brass bedsteads in great variety of
talent ia the city have volunteered styles and colors and up to date pat KET.
their services to nial:e it War success terns. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
The Pioneer Osteopath Of New Mexico
A box of Gunther'a candy bs a sweet
and everyone t will receive $1 worth
Cures by the
NEVTCOMER.
See
In
present
Itself.
The W. R. C. gives a grand masque
of entertainment for CO ceats. TtckeU
on sz'.-- at P.urre'c Cruj store and O. ball at Colombo hall, December 26
Fine eating apples.. SAN JOSE
Tickets 5uc. at Whitson'a music store MARKET.
A. Matsoi 'a.
All Diseases Which are Known aa
o
Mexican drawnwork and other nev'
your meascurable.
CcH'cmen: Jet ua
a new suit. Our tailoring eltles at Mrs. Wilson's, bouth Second Ot Our store will be open every O
Send for Osteopathic literature.
ure noConsultation Free.
pleases Nuttleton Tailoring Agency. street.
LION 0
O evening until Christmas.
O
O STORE.
Office:

and

T. HUENSTERHAN

201-21-

Proprietors.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNT08H,

GENUINE IXL CARVING SETS, FANCY
TABLE CUTLERY,
FINE POCKET
CUTLERY

We are sure we can please you,
aa the best at the lowest price
alwaya pleases.

1

1

W. MORRIS

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

t.

THE LARGEST LINE OF

'

rbr,

Bountain Pens

MONEYIOLOANX

in New Mexico

over-taker-

V

i

Till Christmas We Offer
Them at a Discount of

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy

t

-

ie

f.--
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2123 Whiting Block
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Presents for

Men and Boys
SILK SUSPENDERS
SILK HANDKERCHIEFS

"

ii

SILK MUFFLERS
LINEN INITIAL
HANDKERCHIEFS

i

"

i

BATH ROBES

8M0KING JACKETS
FANCY VESTS
FANCY SILK NECKWEAR
GLOVES

everitt

L. WASHBURN

per cent

An A. A. Waterman Pen for

J

S.- -

Q0C

VANN & SON
Jewelers and Druggists
BOTH 'PHONES.

NEAR POSTOFFICE.

V

THE DIAMOND PALACE.
FOR

PRESENTS
CHRISTMAS
Watches, Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass
Useful, Beautiful, Lasting

tfWe will duplicate any prices

Wall
?

Cela&

BISSELL'S
CYCO"

and guarantee satisfactions

BEARI.G

CARPET

SWEEPER....
Makes

'

a Pleasing

Christmas

7 Gift

'

"AMERICAN QUEEN"
"IDEAL'l

V

"GRAND RAPIDS"

FANCY HOSIERY

E

15

Prices to suit all.' See display

....EVERITT...
THE DIAMOND PALACE

in our window.

RA LROAD AVENUE

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

